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ABSTRACT
The aerospace and defense industry is facing an end-of-life production issue
with legacy embedded uniprocessor systems. Most, if not all, embedded processor
manufacturers have already moved towards system-on-a-chip multicore architectures.
Current scheduling arrangements do not consider schedules related to safety and
security. The methods are also inefficient because they arbitrarily assign larger than
necessary windows of execution. This research creates a hierarchical scheduling
framework as a model for real-time multicore systems to integrate the scheduling for
safety and security systems. This research provides a more efficient approach that
automates the migration of embedded system's real-time software tasks to multicore
architectures. A novel genetic algorithm with a unique objective function and
encoding scheme was created and compared to classical bin packing algorithms. The
simulation results show the genetic algorithm had between 1.8 – 2.5 times less error
(between a 56% - 71% difference), outperforming its counterparts in uniformity in
utilization. This research provides an efficient, automated method for commercial,
private, and defense industries to use a genetic algorithm to create a feasible two-level
hierarchical schedule for real-time embedded multicore systems that address safety
and security constraints.
Hierarchical scheduling frameworks (HSF) are a new scheduling paradigm that
integrates multiple system schedules (one-within-another). HSFs present a multilayered complexity problem that system engineers are struggling to contain. A
promising trend in the aerospace and defense industry is to employ Digital
Engineering’s Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) to deal with the complexity
of HSFs. MBSE permits the abstraction of application-specific details that can
radically speed up system design exploration. Thus, this research investigates how the
output from an HSF algorithm can be converted into an MBSE modeling language that
enables architectural exploration for resource allocation. The Unified Modeling
Language (UML) Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded Systems
(MARTE) Profile is the chosen unified modeling language of MBSE. The modeling
language is used with an HSF application for demonstration purposes. The approach
vi
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in this research seeks to limit tool use by combining an inline verification method
(Genetic Algorithm) with a new MBSE workflow.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Statement of Research
This research creates an evolutionary optimization method for embedded realtime multicore two-level hierarchical scheduling that enhances determinism through
utilization uniformity. This research aims to enable legacy real-time embedded
systems to effectively manage the migration and analysis of their real-time software
tasks to multicore system-on-a-chip architectures. This research provides a method of
optimization that naturally finds a feasible two-level hierarchical schedule with a
uniform utilization pattern. First, literature relevant to hierarchical scheduling
approaches for embedded real-time software tasks that include safety and security
requirements were examined and evaluated. Techniques used to analyze two-level
hierarchical scheduling were investigated. The methods included the evaluation of
crucial timing parameters for the specific combination of schedules at each level. This
information was then used to construct the task framework necessary for analysis.
Secondly, an evolutionary approach for scheduling software tasks, specifically, a
Genetic Algorithm, was created. The construction of the genetic algorithm involved
creating a novel chromosomal encoding method and constructing an objective
function that aids in measuring the fitness of potential candidate solutions.
Additionally, this research leverages and builds upon traditional bin-packing heuristics
used to schedule tasks and integrates these algorithms into a validation framework.
Finally, a hierarchical scheduling framework modeling approach was constructed to
facilitate managing the complexity associated with the newly created two-level
hierarchical schedule.
The following section includes selected background and motivation for
conducting this research.
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Motivation
Next-generation aerospace and defense (A&D) applications will have to
contend with stringent safety and security requirements; hence, software written over
the last 30 years for the Department of Defense programs faces a challenging
migration problem. In addition, migrating legacy software from older single
processing environments must be re-architected to target modern multicore processing
architectures.
Some compounding issues that must be addressed when moving to modern
architecture frameworks are safety and security requirements [1]. Parkinson defines,
in [2], safety as where the system must not harm the world and security as to where
the world must not harm the system. These requirements constrict the program’s
ability to select any commercial operating system. Historically, programs with the
safety of flight requirements used a partitioned operating system [3, 4]. A partitioned
operating system separates (or partitions) task execution in both time and space. The
operating system uses a static partition schedule to guarantee task execution separation
in time. For separation in space, the partitioned operating system separates the task
execution in memory. The partitioned operating system enforces separation so that if
one task crashes, it does not affect the rest of the system. Programs that have
information assurance requirements use certified operating systems known as
separation kernels. Fundamentally, partitioned operating systems and separation
kernels provide the same time and space separation.
To address the issues stated above, separation kernel vendors are leveraging
multicore’s hardware-enabled multilevel instruction mechanisms (hypervisor,
supervisor, and guest) and are now offering virtualization support. Virtualization
implies that the legacy uniprocessor operating system can be placed within the
separation kernel’s operating system as a guest operating system. In [5], Gaska
highlights the benefits of virtualization that allow for interoperability, legacy software
migration, and board consolidation. Placing guest operating systems within separation
kernels on multicore systems creates a more effective use for multicore architectures,
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which Kotha and Nasser echoed in [6] and Main in [7]. Another consideration for
multicore architectures is the mode in which the processor will operate: Asymmetric
multiprocessing (AMP) versus symmetric multiprocessing (SMP). From a task and
Real-Time Operation System (RTOS) perspective, AMP mode arranges the cores into
separate processing modules where SMP provides a monolithic “one processor” view.
Given the nature of aerospace and defense legacy uniprocessor designs, AMP is the
mode better suited to satisfy the safety and security requirements discussed in [2]
because legacy software is not written to take advantage of the parallel nature of SMP.
Using AMP gives rise to yet another issue highlighted by Leroux and Craig [8] that
management of shared resources like memory, I/O devices, and interrupt handling
falls to the engineer, not the operating system. Kleidermacher of Green Hills Software,
Inc., a real-time embedded operating systems vendor, points out in [9] the need to
migrate to multicore and offers the virtualization approach. This approach is
inadequate because it neglects the up-front work associated with migration as well as
the sustainment and refinement phases that follow.
The complex issues surrounding the management of a relatively simple fourcore implementation are one thing. Eight, twelve, and sixty-four core architectures
exist, increasing system complexity exponentially. Predictability of the scheduling
effects of virtualization utilizing guest operating systems (two-level scheduling)
becomes more challenging to model, manage, and analyze. The driving motivation of
this research is not to reinvent the wheel, instead assemble the existing pieces of the
various disciplines to provide a novel and unified methodology for generating and
managing a two-level hierarchical multicore schedule. Next, an overview of the main
objective of this research and a discussion of how hierarchical scheduling frameworks
are arranged in the embedded multicore environments.

Main Objective
This research aims to affect change at the system-on-a-chip level to ease the
migration of embedded real-time software tasks to multicore architectures. The
system-on-a-chip analysis and task management element integrate systems, software,
3
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hardware, and test engineering disciplines. Historically, scheduling of embedded realtime processing system tasks has been a manual process. Practitioners had to manage,
by hand, single operating system, uniprocessor embedded systems – an overwhelming
task in and of itself. Today’s processing systems have become significantly more
complex with recent advancements in multicore system-on-a-chip designs. This
research aims to create an evolutionary algorithm that will naturally provide the
aerospace and defense industry the means to find a feasible two-level hierarchical
schedule. Using a genetic algorithm is a more effective way to manage the migration
of software tasks to multicore by automating the generation of the feasible two-level
schedule with enhanced determinism through uniformity in utilization. This research
integrates the necessary system design processes, frameworks, and tools that enable
legacy real-time embedded systems to effectively manage and model the migration of
legacy software tasks to multicore system-on-a-chip architectures. The following
section includes a discussion of the research question for this dissertation.

Research Question
This research answers the question of how legacy aerospace and defense
programs can take that crucial first step in migrating single processor software tasks to
modern multicore architectures. In addition, is there a scheduling framework that can
ease the transition that is consistent with the relevant safety and security requirements?
Next, can a Genetic Algorithm facilitate the growth while providing an appropriate
level of uniformity and determinism? Finally, what MSBE methods exist for
containing and managing the complexity of hierarchical scheduling frameworks, and
how can we employ them in our research? To answer these questions, an examination
of the relevant literature of hierarchical scheduling approaches is used to select the
appropriate techniques for constructing and analyzing the two-level hierarchical
scheduling framework. Next, existing evolutionary optimization methods will be
explored to develop an algorithm that finds the feasible two-level hierarchical
schedule for embedded software tasks. Software modeling tools and frameworks will
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be selected and modified to model the generated two-level hierarchical schedule. The
following section will discuss the significance of this research.

Significance
Presently, a system-level process for analyzing, characterizing, and migrating
legacy embedded software does not exist. Current aerospace and defense designers
are left to use a “cut-with-an-ax” approach that overestimates the scheduling and
resource needs. This practice is inefficient in the waste of both temporal and spatial
allocations. There is a need for a two-level scheduling paradigm that combines both a
separation kernel’s time and space partition schedule and a virtualized complex realtime guest operating system that uses a fixed-priority preemptive schedule. With the
recent advancements in multicore processing system-on-a-chip designs, the scheduling
complexity has increased dramatically. There are no current commercial offerings to
solve this problem, and literature only provides tedious manual methods that are errorprone and time-consuming. There is an additional need for an automated method for
accelerating the schedule production with inline analysis. This research creates an
evolutionary algorithm that provides the aerospace and defense industry the means to
naturally find a feasible two-level hierarchical schedule that maintains the level of
determinism that traditional aerospace and defense designers are accustomed to. The
significance of this research is concentrated on the need for enhanced determinism of
multicore multi-operating system two-level hierarchical schedule and efficient task
allocation that considers both temporal and spatial efficiencies.

Scope of Work
This next section provides an overview of the work included in this doctoral
dissertation. It summarizes the hierarchical scheduling framework constructed and
used to analyze schedulability, using a genetic algorithm that naturally finds an
enhanced deterministic schedule validated against common Bin-Packing heuristics—
an MBSE approach to deal with the HSF complexity management.

5
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Hierarchical Scheduling Framework
A hierarchical scheduling framework (HSF) was constructed to integrate the
two types of schedules evaluated in this research. There is a static major and minor
frame partition scheduler at the first level, and at the second level, there is a task-based
fixed-priority preemptive scheduler. Both scheduling algorithms are well researched,
understood and are primarily used in the aerospace and defense industry. The purpose
of this framework is to provide a method of determining the essential schedulability
thresholds for this two-level hierarchical schedule. The fixed-priority preemptive
scheduler is relatively easy to analyze using rate monotonic analysis (RMA). The
partition scheduler is made more complicated to analyze due to the addition of the
concept of guest operating systems and its internal scheduler. This information is used
to construct the task model necessary for analysis.

Genetic Algorithm Approach
The application of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to the newly constructed twolevel hierarchical scheduling framework involves the adaptation of two essential GA
functions:
•

Chromosome encoding and decoding method

•

The creation of an objective function

The encoding and decoding method crafted a chromosomal make-up of the essential
parameters that determine schedulability in real-time embedded operating systems
used in legacy systems. Particular attention was given to encoding approaches for
scheduling that include the consideration of multicore architectures. Encoding
approaches will aid in the identification of the critical attributes and parameters that
apply to this research. Another critical aspect of the application of GAs is the
construction of an objective function that measures the fitness of potential candidate
solutions. The objective function needs to accurately and consistently capture the
properties of the multiple objectives integral to the two-level hierarchical scheduling

6
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problem presented in this dissertation. The purpose is to create a scoring method that
considers the appropriate fitness for the problem at hand.
The research design and methods for the Genetic Algorithm approach
investigates applications that use Genetic Algorithms for scheduling. This research
focuses on how previous genetic algorithm encoding schemes are generated for other
real-time and non-real-time scheduling applications. We paid particular attention to
encoding approaches for scheduling that include the consideration of real-time
scheduling applications. The investigation identifies the essential parameters that are
used to determine schedulability. Using these parameters for schedulability, the
Genetic Algorithm’s chromosome that formulates a task’s schedulability was created.
An objective function needs to be designed to measure the viability of solutions
created by the Genetic Algorithm. The goal of the objective function is to develop a
selection process that balances the search for fitter candidate solutions versus
promoting beneficial diversity in the population. To achieve this goal, the objective
function needs to accurately and reliably record properties of the multiple objectives
that are fundamental to two-level hierarchical scheduling. Our research into two-level
hierarchical schedulability determined that the balance between exploitation and
exploration can be met via modification of the scoring mechanism within the GA.

Handling Hierarchical Scheduling Framework Complexity
The consolidation effort reviewed software tools and frameworks used for
modeling and simulating schedules for real-time embedded systems with the purpose
of developing a method to model, simulate, analyze, and validate the generated twolevel hierarchical schedules. To control the complexity associated with two-level
hierarchical schedules, an MBSE approach is adopted. The first subtask investigates
and builds upon an existing MSBE software library to format the output of the genetic
algorithm of the two-level hierarchical schedule. The next subtask synthesizes the
results of the evolutionary algorithm into a form that can be used as an input to the
selected modeling and simulation environment. The creation and extension of a
modeling framework were created to accommodate the multicore two-level scheduling
7
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environment discussed earlier. Finally, the MBSE approach is used to validate and
express the newly formed two-level hierarchical schedules. The next section of this
chapter will outline the dissertation and its chapters’ content and structure.

Dissertation Outline
The next chapter of this dissertation provides background for the current
research. Literature relevant to current engineering approaches to create a hierarchical
scheduling framework and scheduling approaches using genetic algorithm approaches
with a specific emphasis on embedded multicore systems were reviewed. Figure 1
provides an outline that illustrates the flow and structure that includes this
dissertation's major chapters and subsections.

Figure 1. Overview of Dissertation Structure

The literature review ends with a survey of the current methods and tools for
controlling the complexity of hierarchical scheduling frameworks. Chapter 3 of this
dissertation presents the research design and methods used to construct the hierarchical
scheduling framework. The approach used to create the genetic algorithm and modelbased system engineering methodology used to manage the results will be explained.

8
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Chapter 4 of this dissertation includes the HSF experimental arrangement composed of
the assumptions, preconditions, and evaluation methods. Next, the HSF Simulation
results, which illustrate the data generation and performance metrics, will be
discussed. Next, the successful model-based system engineering application of the
UML MARTE Profile to the hierarchical scheduling framework will be shown with a
results discussion. Finally, the experimental and case study results will be presented
and discussed. Chapter 5 presents the research conclusions and ideas for areas of
future research.

9
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Hierarchical Scheduling
There are two types of scheduling approaches for real-time systems: Static or
fixed priority and Dynamic priority schedulers [10]. Static schedulers are more
desirable for embedded airborne applications because they provide enhanced
determinism. In complex real-time systems, schedulability is analyzed in terms of
response times and verified to ensure determinism. Schedulers are evaluated based on
their ability to meet task deadlines. Evaluation implies that a valid (optimal) schedule
is one where all task deadlines are met. Brandenburg, in [11], clarifies the term
optimality in the context of schedulability. A scheduler is said to be optimal if it is
able to find a valid schedule for a given task set if one exists. Finding a valid schedule
is an important distinction when considering fixed or static scheduling policies, as the
designer must create an optimal scheduler a-priori.
The two schedulers considered in this research are Fixed-Priority Preemptive
Scheduler and Static Partitioned Scheduler. From their seminal work on
schedulability analysis, Liu and Layland [12] set the groundwork that spawned rate
monotonic analysis (RMA) and rate monotonic scheduling (RMS) for hard real-time
priority preemptive scheduling systems. Dhall and Liu [13] first researched partition
scheduling for real-time multiprocessor systems. They developed a simplified
heuristic-based approach for task-to-processor allocation that statically partitioned the
tasks among the available processors. The issue surrounding the problem, first
introduced by [13], of scheduling tasksets to processing resources, is a classic binpacking problem. Bin-packing is a method of allocating items to resources (bins). For
scheduling, it is synonymous with assigning tasks to a resource (a core). Bin-packing
is known to be NP-Hard. Garey and Johnson, in [14], proved that it is not feasible to
find an optimal schedule due to a large amount of computational overhead. The
concept of NP-Hard is crucial because Genetic Algorithms are known to perform well
10
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at finding solutions to NP-Hard problems [15]. Since the introduction of multicore,
there has been a scramble to comprehend the added complexity of scheduling.
Lipari [16] writes that hierarchical scheduling is the formation of a number of
schedulers into a tree structure. Also, the scheduling hierarchy can have an arbitrary
number of levels, nodes, and children where the nodes can be a task or another
scheduler. Hierarchical scheduling approaches as a method of analysis of
schedulability have been applied to non-real-time and real-time systems in the past
[17, 18]. Different methodologies for designing hierarchical two-level schedules have
been proposed in [19].
Recent advancements in embedded real-time multicore system-on-a-chip
designs that allow for multiple levels of scheduling have inspired renewed attention to
the field. Asberg applied a hierarchical scheduling framework to the real-time
operating system VxWorks. The first known application and proposal of the
hierarchical scheduling framework (HSF) using a real-time operating system are in
[20]. The HSF is created to exert greater control over the tasks and the resources they
share. Later, Asberg, Behnam, and Nolte published their initial results, in [21] and
[22], and minor updates to the HSF with a goal of future research to extend HSF to
multicore architectures, found in [23].
Cullmann et al., in [24], discussed how embedded system timing analysis
could become infeasible when moving to multicore architectures. The authors
recognized the issues surrounding multicore and shared resources (memory hierarchy
etc.). Finally, they provided some design principles for moving single-core embedded
systems to multicore that improved predictability. The goal of the design principles is
to architect the system in such a way to allow better bounding of the worst-case
scenario for improved analysis. These design principles are difficult to apply to
legacy systems, given the author’s use of abstraction. A means of modeling the
complexities of existing systems is still needed for the required level of determinism
for the Air and Defense industry. There is no tolerance for the error an abstraction
may produce. For example, a streaming service may experience glitching without
11
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consequence; however, lives are at stake if a missile doesn’t fire when the trigger is
pulled.
Hilbrich and Goltz [25] provided a model-based approach to simplify
multicore scheduling complexities. Their approach is to model the software’s
resource utilization on multicore and schedule it accordingly. They developed a tool,
“PRECISION PRO,” that accepts a task set and their parameters as input to generate a
static partition schedule that maps the tasks to partitions and then cores. The authors
claim enhanced resource utilization, flexibility, and automated verification. Their
approach only considered the first-level scheduler and primarily dealt with new
development targeting multicore but can be extended to evaluate legacy migrations.
vSlicer is a scheduling approach for virtual machines that Xu et al. described in
[26] for the IT server-level market. The purpose is to address the issue of I/O bound
latency-sensitive virtual machines. Their approach is used to reduce additional
latency, jitter, and performance issues. Although this scheduling algorithm is meant to
address these issues in the IT server market, it has applicability to the real-time
embedded market, given that it has to contend with virtual operating systems.
Presented in [27] with successive improvements in [28] and [29], Nemati et al.
actually implemented an approach to solve the partition and intra-partition scheduling
issue with resource sharing considerations. Their approach is the most detailed and
practical implementation written to date. One drawback is that it did not account for a
guest operating system, but the framework provided is scalable and extendable.
Kwon et al. [30] presented a method for a hypervisor to schedule virtual
machines more efficiently on asymmetric multicore. Their approach allowed for
increased portability to multicore by obscuring the machine-dependent asymmetry of
the hardware. This method assumes that the same hypervisor manages all the cores
within the multicore architecture. Though not an ideal solution, Kwon et al. illustrated
yet another potential solution to the hierarchical scheduling problem.
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Masrur et al. [31] recognized the apparent two-level scheduling issues that
arise from using virtual machines and guest operating systems in embedded multicore
systems. They studied the effect of virtual machines used in embedded systems with a
hierarchical two-level schedule. They also pointed out that traditional hierarchical
schedulability conditions do not apply to this embedded virtual machine scenario. The
proposed methods by Masrur et al. have merit and will be considered further for this
research. The current literature review shows that there is active research on the more
significant problem of scheduling multicore processing and hierarchical scheduling.
Preliminary attempts have been developed to model systems and their complexities.
Still, the inclusion of guest operating systems via virtual machines on multicore
processors is an order of magnitude more complex than current methods can handle.
In [32], Rufino and Craveiro propose the use of the ARINC 653 System
Architecture that integrates ARINC partitioning concepts with modern COTS RTOS’
without modification for scheduling. The authors are motivated by the need to
provide a framework from which application development can occur independently
with standard interfacing and strict conformity. They highlight open research issues,
which include partition and task schedulability analysis and task composability. Both
hierarchical schedulability analysis and task composability are addressed with this
research.

Scheduling with Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms come from the field of study called Evolutionary
Computation and are biomimetically inspired by evolution [33]. Genetic algorithms
are a class of evolutionary optimization methods [34-36]. Primarily used as an
optimization technique, Genetic Algorithms offer effective methods to search
stochastically, in parallel, the solution space. Jensen and Chryssolouris [37, 38] note
that creating schedules is an NP-Hard optimization problem and that determining
genetic algorithms is far superior at finding efficient schedules. Wall [39] points out
that genetic algorithms are well suited for the complex combinatorial nature that most
scheduling problems exhibit. Genetic algorithms are used in a variety of different
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scheduling systems; for example, Job shop scheduling systems [37-42], real-time
systems [43-46], distributed and grid computing systems[15, 47, 48], and
multiprocessor systems [49-52].
Wall [39] also points out that designing a suitable heuristic is difficult when
tackling a complex problem. Two of the most important aspects for the development
of an effective GA are the objective function and parameterization [33]. The objective
function should be applicable to all the schedules developed by the algorithm. On the
other hand, the parameterization identifies the unique set of parameters that need to be
updated for each specific case.
Montana et al. [53] note that genetic algorithms are well suited for the
complexity that scheduling presents due to their ability to search large spaces. They
developed a scheduling approach using genetic algorithms for field service engineers
for the military land move problem (a common convoy scheduling problem for
moving from fort to seaport). More specifically, they provide an analysis of how to
create a chromosomal representation for different types of scheduling problems. This
analysis has broad applications and is applicable to this research’s aim for creating a
chromosome.
Oh et al. [45] use a genetic algorithm to allocate real-time tasks to a
multiprocessor system with the goal of minimizing the number of processors used.
Using a multi-objective genetic algorithm, the authors show that their approach
outperforms other algorithms on 178 randomly generated task graphs used in their
experiments. The authors also develop a method for determining the optimal
scheduling of real-time tasks to a homogeneous multiprocessor system.
Kaur et al. [52] illustrated the complexities of multiprocessor task scheduling
in high-performance computing environments. The authors used a genetic algorithm
for static non-preemptive scheduling problems in an on-line fashion. They compared
the results to a uniprocessor control and two other multiprocessor scheduling
algorithms. Their approach produced a better scheduling solution for on-line or active
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scheduling of tasks to processors and outperformed the other algorithms in both time
to schedule and efficiency. This approach illustrates promising results for this
proposed research.
The following literature reviews are of recent evolutionary algorithm software
platforms available for use that inform the initial basis of research for specific aim
number 2.
Kryvyy et al., in [54], presented a tabularized illustration and discussion of the
different genetic algorithm frameworks. The authors highlight that there have been
significant advances in the number and complexity of software frameworks based on
genetic algorithms over the past ten years. Kryvyy et al. explain that genetic
algorithms have garnered broader application in research because they offer an
efficient and effective way to solve various problems over traditional approaches. The
authors enumerated the different Genetic Algorithm Software Frameworks provided
the name, programming language, and detailed list of various features. Some of these
features included: extensibility, fidelity, flexibility, and if the package is currently
supported.
Etemadi et al., in [55], provided another current and more comprehensive
comparative summary of the typical evolutionary algorithm tools and frameworks.
However, it must be noted that the authors provided a comparison that highlights the
gaps of other software frameworks in favor of theirs: CodeMonkey. CodeMonkey is
a user-friendly graphical user interface that allows the user to” drag and drop”
evolutionary algorithm design constructs. It provides an easy way for a user to
develop an evolutionary algorithm. One of the more intriguing aspects of
CodeMonkey is that it’s based on the free and open-source, Eclipse platform.
These software frameworks provide an easy-to-use genetic algorithm tool;
however, they fall short of our research needs. Given the distinctiveness of our
hierarchical scheduling framework, our approach and implementation will require the
creation of software modules for the task to partition to core construction. Therefore,
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this research will need to integrate with a software library and not a software tool.
Wall from [39] created a genetic algorithm software library [56] available as free and
open-source (FOSS). The GAlib library has been updated and augmented over the
years, and several papers have been created to illustrate its effectiveness, such as [57].
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Controlling the Complexity of Hierarchical Scheduling Frameworks
Digital Engineering (DE) is at the center of the governments' new approach for
developing next-generation mission-critical systems that can be adapted in months, not
years [58]. This approach uses DE to connect all aspects of a mission system's
lifecycle – design, testing, production, and operations from end to end – that renders
each, in digital detail, in a virtual environment before the first physical system is built.
A part of Digital Engineering, Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) has recently
received a lot of attention. Friedenthal and Oster [59] state Model-Based System
Engineering is an approach to systems engineering where the system model is the
central artifact of the systems engineering process. MBSE is used to comprehend
system complexity and provide design space exploration [60, 61]. MBSE is applied to
many different facets of the systems developed to handle complexity [62, 63]. The
focus is on establishing a single authoritative source of truth for the entire
development process. The DE approach efficiently links MBSE, including code
development, virtual integration, and test, ultimately facilitating the digital twin or
virtual model of a product, process, or service. The creation of Digital Twins [64] for
each system in a virtual environment enables validation and learning before
installation on a given platform. The use of MBSE and DE allows a program to assess
the system's architecture design and impacts (including system safety and security) to
changing requirements and identify any potential risks.
A potential application for DE is embedded software that was written more
than 30 years ago, which needs to be migrated to modern architectures that include
stringent safety and security requirements. For example, Department of Defense
programs face a challenging migration problem because legacy software uses older
single processing environments, which must be upgraded and re-architected to
accommodate current requirements and modern multicore architectures. Previous
work [65] by the authors created a hierarchical scheduling framework (HSF)
integrated with a genetic algorithm to help with this migration and demonstrated the
efficacy of our approach. To benefit the defense industry, we must answer the
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question: how can this previous research be applied to enable the migration of legacy
embedded systems' software tasks to multicore architectures? For legacy systems,
MBSE did not exist. Thus, this research investigates and applies the strategies and
best practices for the embedded systems MBSE approach. It offers a streamlined
workflow approach to model and manages the resource effects of HSFs in large
complex systems of architectures. We will show how the previously formulated
genetic algorithm's solution can be converted into a universal modeling language
model that can then be applied to and incorporated into an extensive system-ofsystems model.

Conventional Embedded Schedule Analysis Tools
Handling the complexity associated with HSFs is an overwhelming task. With
the emergence of multicore architectures, some modeling tools are created with builtin extensibility to handle the added complexities of hierarchical scheduling problems.
TIMES, Cheddar, and MAST are the most well-known tools available because they
are open source and extensible. These tools were early attempts to address the
complexity of timing but failed to achieve full model integration.
TIMES [66] is a schedulability analysis and synthesis tool used to model realtime system behavior. Using a set of tasks and their execution times, priorities, and
resource constraints as inputs, TIMES generates and validates a scheduler using worstcase execution times. TIMES supports both non-preemptive and preemptive
scheduling policies. For further validation, the TIMES tool provides a method for use
(to agree with “model checkers”) like UPPAAL [25] that uses an MBSE Framework
for modeling schedules.
Cheddar [67] is a simulation framework that allows the system designer to
verify if a real-time system meets its timing constraints. Cheddar uses real-time
scheduling theory as the basis for its analytical portion of the simulation engine.
Cheddar also supports multiprocessor systems and is extensible to simulate specific
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systems. Cheddar’s extensibility is important because it shows how to incorporate the
multicore and guest operating system environment.
MAST [68] is a modeling and analysis suite for real-time applications that
supports distributed and multiprocessor systems and is extensible to accommodate
hierarchical scheduling. MAST includes the ability to model and analyze complex
real-time schedules with worst-case execution times and soft real-time event-driven
schedules. One crucial consideration for MAST is the tool's ability to accept a system
design generated by a UML tool, allowing for easy integration of a modeling and
analysis phase within an engineering workflow. MAST-2 later created the
MARTE2MAST [69] update so that MARTE models could be extracted to/from the
analysis software, which is of interest to this research because MARTE is a UML
profile that provides the necessary analysis packages for schedulability. MAST
Requires a system model from a UML MARTE Model; however, legacy systems
were not defined using any modern modeling language. Our approach starts with
processor tasks and defines the HSF to be consumed by a model.
A new design environment called Gaspard2 is proposed by Piel et al. in [70].
Gaspard2 is based on the UML MARTE Profile. Within the newly proposed
environment, the authors aim to address the high-level model description and
transform it into SystemC for model execution and simulation. The authors are
inspired by the need to wrangle in the complexity of multiprocessor system-on-a-chip
designs and recognize that new design methodologies and tools are required to address
these issues. They illustrate the effectiveness of the new tool with a simple case study
and example. Their underlying method is inefficient and tends to use many
transformation chains in and out of the model during model refinement.
A methodology and toolset called the COMPLEX UML/ MARTE framework
are proposed by Herrera et al. in [71]. These methods and tools enable the
specification of a design space that consists of a set of possible architectural mappings,
a range of values of platform attributes, and a set of platform architectures. The
authors wish to automate the design space exploration (DSE) by building and linking
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several tools together using and reusing the UML/MARTE model. They model
several use cases to prove the efficacy of the proposed methodology and framework.
The framework provides several illustrations of the model artifacts used in the
tradeoffs for each scenario examined.
Over the last several years, many software tools and frameworks have been
developed or extended to grapple with the complexity and analysis problem associated
with HSFs. Unfortunately, they all require a heterogeneous tool workflow that creates
another management and usability problem. We simplify the process by making the
model the focus for managing the complexities associated with HSFs. We streamline
the model creation process by reducing the number of tools and do not require
multiple import and export cycles.

Applications of MBSE and UML MARTE to Handle Complexity
This research focuses on modeling frameworks used for integrating and
modeling schedules for real-time embedded systems. We investigate a novel approach
to modify the output of the genetic algorithm to accommodate MBSE integration.
This investigation simplifies HSF's complexity by converting them into a universal
modeling language model and making them consumable and reusable. There are
many MBSE software tools created to facilitate the modeling of system performance.
Many of these tools have been deprecated or bought by modeling companies that
charge licensing fees.
Ribeiro, Ribeiro, and Soares, in [72], combine SysML with UML to describe
an embedded system architecture. They are motivated by a need to manage system
and software design complexity of real-time embedded systems design. They use a
simple case study to illustrate the effectiveness of their approach.
Hagner, Huhn, and Zechner showed, in [73], how to integrate and use the
MARTE profile for real-time properties in a model-based development process.
MARTE is used to provide a timing analysis of a railway automation system that can
be handled in UML or SysML. MARTE improved architectural design by making
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inherited and derived requirements more explicit. The MARTE profile helped capture
and visualize timing requirements and used annotations for scheduling analysis before
implementation, which enabled automated timing analysis to allow for the exploration
of various design alternatives. The authors use a simple use case to demonstrate
imports, exports, and reimports to an external timing analysis tool back into the
MARTE Model. The outcome provided insight into the use case and suggested tool
development for a model to analyze metamodel integration and translation. This work
exports from the model to an external schedulability analysis tool and reimports the
results back into the MARTE Model. Our approach removes the need for an external
tool to build the schedule to meet the hierarchical scheduling frameworks' timeline.
A new Co-Design methodology presented by Koudri, Aulangnier, and
Vojitisek, in [74], uses a semi-agile method defined by their MOPCOM (Model of
Programmable Components on MARTE) research project. Their research seeks to
provide a complete model-driven architecture tool to design system-on-a-chip
applications. They are motivated by addressing the component design complexity for
system composition and certification constraints for safety and assurance. The
methodology used in their approach uses SysML combined with the MARTE profile
that is refined to platform and allocation modeling. The authors propose three levels
of abstraction and then map an example application onto an example hardware
architecture.
The complexity of electronic systems is constantly increasing, and this requires
new powerful design strategies. To handle the impending on-slot of complexity
associated with electronic systems' design, the authors wished to study how specific
UML profiles can alleviate the complexity and become enhanced by the code
generation techniques. Mura, Panda, and Prevostini, in [75], analyze two UML
Profiles, SysML and MARTE, from a Model-Driven Architecture paradigm
perspective. They use a Wireless Sensor Network case study as a reference for
applying the MDA Paradigm using SysML and MARTE. On the one hand, they
found that the SysML profile was better at the generation of SystemC code than
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MARTE. On the other hand, MARTE was better at describing the timing interaction
between objects within the model.
Bicchierai, Buccir, and Carnevali, in [75], provide an approach to integrate
formal methods within an industrial software process using the UML MARTE Profile
to manage the documentation process required by MIL-STD-498. They integrate
formal methods into the development life cycle using a model-based approach. Their
work seeks to alleviate the impact of formal methods on the software development
process by using a model-based approach to manage the complexity and
documentation. The authors provide a case study to test and illustrate the process's
effectiveness and feasibility. The case study showed the idiosyncrasies and intricacies
of the experiment.

Using MARTE for MBSE Integration
Driven by the need for modeling interconnected embedded elements at a
system and system of system's level, Zimmerman, Bringman, and Gerlach, in [76],
provide extensions to the UML MARTE Profile for distributed systems applications.
Their approach allows for holistic modeling and simulation to facilitate the exploration
and verification of system behavior. Through discussion, illustration, and
explanations, the authors detail their process with an exemplar target architecture.
With the position that the UML MARTE profile is difficult to understand and
use, Hagner and Huhn, in [77], set out to create a more straightforward form of the
profile that focuses on scheduling analysis. The authors extended a palette within a
tool to support scheduling analysis for developers. They used an empirical
methodology with novice subjects (students) and measured their ability to perform the
analysis. The results showed increases in efficiency over those without the palette
plugin.
The Clock Constraint Specification Language (CCSL) (a companion language
for the MARTE Profile) used in scheduling applications is modified by Zhang, Dai,
and Mallet, in [78]. They propose a less restrictive modification to CCSL for use in
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periodic scheduling applications. Their proposal targets bounded and periodic
schedule descriptions. Their proposal also targets customized arbitration policies
within both simulations and bounded model checking contexts. The authors wish to
provide a greater exploration of periodic schedules that sufficiently meet the schedule
constraint conditions using an algorithm to find the best answer automatically. This
work illustrated the effectiveness of their approach by linking and using the model
with the CCSL and the encoding tool, resulting in several simulation results. This
approach informs our research by shortening the cycle from tool to tool for
verification and validation with an inline application.
Driven by the need to solve and manage complex automotive applications in a
modeling language, Espinoza, Richter, and Gerard, in [79], investigate the application
of UML MARTE to the EU's TIMMO (Timing Model) Project for AUTOSAR
(AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture). For this investigation, the authors first
identify the critical timing requirements for AUTOSAR then identify the key MARTE
characteristics that apply to TIMMO. The result is a set of recommended UML types
for adoption for TIMMO and MARTE.
In [80], Andre et al. discuss overlaying the IP-XACT Standard for IP
composition onto the UML MARTE Profile. The overlay leads to extensions and
formalism with timing aspects associated with the standard. They want to utilize the
timing features of MARTE because the IP-XACT has time representation issues.
They create a metamodel for transition and profiling from IP-XACT into UML
MARTE. They detail the example with illustrations and reuse scenarios. The method
outlined in this paper informs our research as an example of how to solve our model
integration problem using a metamodel. In our research, we create an HSF Pattern
and use Rapid Modeling Tools (RMT) for model creation and integration.
In summary, the literature supports the application of UML MARTE for
MBSE integration of embedded multicore architectures. Our research is informed by
the approaches in both a positive direction and what has been explored but not worth
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further investigation. The next chapter of this dissertation provides our research
design and methods that cover our strategy and approaches for our specific aims.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
This chapter includes an overview of three design approaches developed as
part of the contribution of this dissertation. The first design approach consists of
architecting the applicable two-level hierarchical scheduling framework. This
hierarchical scheduling framework serves as the basis for the remaining portions of
this research and is used as the simulation framework. Next, a design approach for
constructing a genetic algorithm for hierarchical scheduling is presented, followed by
the development of the objective function and the genetic algorithm’s scoring
methodology. Finally, a model-based systems engineering approach is discussed for
wrangling the complexity of the other contributive works of this research.

Hierarchical Scheduling Framework
Multicore system-on-a-chip designs can be configured in a variety of ways to
accommodate the user’s needs. The three predominant execution modes are
symmetric multiprocessing (SMP), asymmetric multiprocessing (AMP), and a Hybrid
of SMP and AMP. AMP provides a more suitable and familiar processing mode to
lessen the migration impact on legacy uniprocessor software tasks. This research
creates a new scheduling paradigm for combining a separation kernel partition
schedule and a virtualized priority preemptive schedule.
Preliminary attempts model systems and their complexities, but the inclusion
of guest operating systems via virtual machines on multicore processors are an order
of magnitude more complex than current methods can handle. Figure 2 illustrates just
how complex these types of systems have become. Each core contains multiple
partitions and multiple guest operating systems with tasks. The management of such
an organization of elements is a complex combinatorial problem.
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Figure 2. Example Multicore AMP with Guest OS Virtualization

Figure 2 is a relatively simple four-core implementation, but eight, twelve, and
sixty-four core architectures exist, increasing the scheduling system’s complexity.
Predictability of the scheduling effects of virtualization utilizing guest operating
systems (two-level scheduling) becomes more difficult to model, manage, and
analyze. This research aims to assemble the pieces of the various disciplines to
provide a unified methodology for automatically generating a two-level hierarchical
multicore schedule.
First, consider the static partition schedule in Figure 2:

Figure 3. A Typical Static Partition Schedule
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Note the major and minor frames and how they are fixed and repeat at the end
of the major frame boundary. The effect is that each partition is guaranteed its time
slice no matter what task is currently executing on the processor. This is due to the
partitions being separated in both time and space. Spatial separation is accomplished
through the kernel’s virtual addressing scheme. At the same time, temporal separation
is achieved by the scheduler. This is typical of most static cyclic schedules. Next, in
Figure 4, is an illustration of a fixed priority preemptive schedule:

Figure 4. Typical Fixed Priority Preemptive Schedule

Observe the task arrangement with a mix of higher and lower priority tasks.
The key characteristic of a fixed priority preemptive schedule is that any time when a
higher priority task is ready to run, it will. For example, T2 interrupts or preempts T1,
and again T4 interrupts T1 later on. Next, consider a similar illustration with the
combined schedules. Figure 5 illustrates a virtualized guest operating system running
within each partition schedule:
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Figure 5. Logically Combined Two-level Schedule

Figure 5 illustrates a decent example of the benefits and complexity of
migrating to multicore presents. An additional benefit highlighted above is that two
different legacy uniprocessor tasksets are migrated and consolidated onto a single
core. Combining both schedulers in a hierarchical fashion presents a complex
problem. One major issue is that the guest operating system has a priority preemptive
scheduler that orders the tasks based on their frequency of execution, where the static
partition scheduler blindly moves through its major and minor frame schedule. If the
fixed-priority preemptive scheduler’s frequency of execution is incongruent with the
static partition schedule of the major frame, then deadlines and response times will be
missed. Special analysis must be performed to determine task schedulability to
address this problem. A more realistic example of our approach is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Optimized Logically Combined Two-level Schedule.

Figure 6 provides an illustration of an optimally scheduled HSF where tasks are
assigned to partitions based on the total utilization of a given partition.
A final factor to consider is that this is just one core. Since the typical number
of cores can range from 2 to 64, this expansion drives up the scheduling complexity.
The creation and management of 64 different two-level hierarchical schedules become
an intimidating task. Therefore, to facilitate migration to multicore, the framework
must comprehend the two-level hierarchical scheduling relationships.

Hierarchical Schedulability Analysis
A hierarchical scheduling framework (HSF) is constructed for the integration
of the two types of schedules identified in this research. At the first level is a static
major and minor frame partition scheduler and at the second level is a task-based
fixed-priority preemptive scheduler. Both scheduling algorithms are well researched,
understood and are mostly used in the aerospace and defense industry. This
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framework aims to provide a method of determining the essential schedulability
thresholds for a two-level hierarchical schedule. The fixed-priority preemptive
scheduler is relatively easy to analyze using rate monotonic analysis (RMA). The
partition scheduler is made more complicated to analyze due to the addition of the
concept of the guest operating system and its internal scheduler. The HSF and its
schedulers are used to construct the task model necessary for analysis.

System Model Definition
Typical applications measure performance in a variety of different ways
utilizing many different scheduling algorithms. For legacy real-time systems, one of
the most common real-time operating systems (RTOS) is VxWorks. Other, less wellknown RTOS’s used in safety-critical applications are partitioned operating systems
(POS). A system model is constructed to combine these two operating systems’
scheduling paradigms.
A task ti is defined as the basic unit of execution and is characterized by worstcase execution time (WCET) defined as Ci, a relative deadline Di, and a period of Ti.
A sporadic task will produce a series of jobs with inter-arrival times separated by Ti
time units. The cost of each job is Ci, and the relative deadline is Di which occurs after
the job’s arrival time. The tasks are sporadic with implicit deadlines where Di = Ti for
all ti (also known as Liu and Layland [12] task systems).
The parameters for schedulability are specific to the task/partition system at
each level. At the first level is the static cyclic schedule (SCS), and at the second level
is the rate monotonic schedule (RMS). From the task’s perspective, the RMS is at the
first level, and then the SCS is at the second level. The hierarchical system model is
composed of two levels. The first level consists of the partition model, and the second
level consists of the task model. Tasks are the basic unit of execution of the overall
system model. For this research, each task is considered independent and static with
no other resource requirements. Tasks have cost, period, and deadline (Note: For
Rate Monotonic Scheduling, D = T is assumed). Partitions are also composed of cost
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and period in a similar manner as the task. The total partition cost is calculated by the
summation of all task costs within a partition. The period is simply the smallest task
period that occurs within a partition.

Definition 1. For n number of tasks, the tasks ti are organized into tasksets G = {ti,

ti+1, …, ti+n} that are then assigned to the specific partition pi.

Definition 2. Partitions are gathered into partitionsets, P = {pi, pi+1, …, pi+n} that
are in the end assigned to the required number of cores mi.

Rate Monotonic Schedulability
Rate monotonic scheduling is a fixed priority preemptive approach that uses
the task frequency to assign priority monotonically. Simply put, the higher the
frequency (period of execution), the higher the priority (monotonically increasing).
A given taskset is scheduled using the second-level rate monotonic scheduling
algorithm. To analyze an RMS schedule, rate monotonic analysis (RMA) is employed.
Rate monotonic scheduling is calculated using an exact result method called WorstCase Response Time (WCRT). WCRT is the task delay between the release time and
the end time. WCRT analysis is computed with the following expression [11]:
𝒓

ri = Ci + ∑𝒋 "𝑻𝒊 # 𝑪𝒋
𝒊

(1)

Where j is the remaining tasks that have a higher period (T) than task i. To determine
taskset schedule feasibility, we use WCRT and iteratively compute [11]:
n+1

wi

wn

= Ci + ∑j " Ti # Cj
i
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The Pseudocode for the RMA Schedule Feasibility (Algorithm 1) is given in Table 1.
RMA Schedule Feasibility Pseudocode.

Table 1. RMA Schedule Feasibility Pseudocode
Algorithm 1. Pseudocode of RMA Schedule Feasibility.
1.

Sort taskset G in priority order (the lowest period is the highest priority)

2.

Start with w0i = Ci

3.

Loop over each task and test for convergence using Equation 2 ( ergo w1i , w2i , w3i , . . . wki )

4.

If wki > Ti. No task response time can be computed for task i. Tasks will not converge. The
schedule is unfeasible. Break and quit.
Else if wki = wk-1
. wki is the task i response time. Tasks will converge. The schedule is
i

5.

feasible. Break and continue for all tasks in the taskset.

Static Cyclic Schedulability
Legacy airborne avionics systems with safety-critical requirements used
partition scheduling. Partition scheduling is a method of scheduling partitions in a
partitioned operating system. Static cyclic scheduling is still the dominant method
employed in safety-critical applications for partitioned operating systems. Static
cyclic scheduling is best explained as the composition of one or more minor frames
that are combined to create one major frame.
A partition set is scheduled using the first-level static cyclic scheduling
algorithm. For a given partition set P , with Ti as its period and Ci as its WCET, we
apply a multi-constraint-based algorithm from [81]. The Pseudocode for the SCS
Schedule Feasibility is given in Algorithm 2 in Table 2. For SCS, the major frame is
computed first. The minor frame requires the satisfaction of a couple of constraints.
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First, we find the largest Ci to use as the lower bounds of all possible minor frames.
Secondly, we find the smallest Ti to use as the upper bounds of all possible minor
frames. This will minimize the number of possible context switches. Next, we
minimize the overall table size (number of entries) by finding all possible minor frame
values using the modulus of the major frame by the minor frame. Finally, for all
partitions, we test every minor frame for feasibility and return pass or fail based on
success or failure.

Table 2. SCS Schedule Feasibility Pseudocode
Algorithm 2. Pseudocode of SCS Schedule Feasibility
1.
2.

Sort partition set P in priority order (the lowest period is the highest priority)
Compute the major frame M using the lowest common multiple (lcm) of partition
periods

3.

M = lcm(Ti) ∀ pi in P

4.

Find the upper and lower bounds of all partitions such that:

5.
6.
7.

∀ pi in P compute ( i = Min(Ti); i < max(Ci); i++ )
if (M % i == 0) Fi ß i
∀ Fi in F find pi

8.

∀ partition’s Ti in P compute

9.

if (2*Fi – gcd(Fi, Ti) <= Ti)

10.
11.

return pass
else return fail
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The HSF Scheduling Arrangement
The scheduling arrangement seeks to allocate tasks to partitions and partitions
to cores in an efficient manner while distributing the total utilization across all cores,
as illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Task à Partition à Core Allocations

The tasks are assigned to partitions that have guest operating systems that
employ a fixed priority preemptive rate monotonic scheduler. The partitions are
assigned to cores that employ a static cyclic scheduler (also known as the partition
scheduler).
Lastly, consider a similar illustration with the combined schedules. Figure 8
illustrates a virtualized guest operating system running within each partition schedule.
Figure 8 illustrates an example of the complexity of migrating to multicore. From the
system model in Figure 7, the reader can see how the partitions p2, p3, and p4 combine
their minor frames to construct the major frame in Figure 8. The major frame is
repeated over and over with each corresponding minor frame within. It is important to
note that each partition contains an internal taskset that must be scheduled to execute
within a guest operating system.
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Figure 8. Logically Combined Two-level Schedule

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the hierarchical relationship of the scheduling
problem we solve. A benefit highlighted above is that two different legacy
uniprocessor tasksets are migrated and consolidated onto a single core but combining
both schedulers in a hierarchical fashion presents a complex problem. Special analysis
must be performed to determine task schedulability to address this problem. One
major issue is that the guest operating system has a fixed-priority preemptive
scheduler that orders the tasks based on their frequency of execution, where the static
partition scheduler blindly moves through its major and minor frame schedule. If the
fixed-priority preemptive scheduler’s frequency of execution is incongruent with the
static partition schedule of the major frame, then deadlines and response times will be
missed. A final consideration to contemplate is that only one core has been considered
so far. Multicore architectures come in a variety of arrangements that can vary from 4,
8, 12, and 24 cores. Figure 3 is a representation of a single core that, if multiplied by
24 or even 64 times, shows that as the number of cores increases, exponential growth
is created that drives up the scheduling complexity. The creation and management of
64 different two-level hierarchical schedules become an unmanageable task.
Therefore, to facilitate migration to multicore, the translating model must comprehend
the two-level hierarchical scheduling relationships.
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Genetic Algorithm Scheduling Approach
The application of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to the newly constructed twolevel hierarchical scheduling framework involves the adaptation of two essential GA
functions: encoding and decoding method and the creation of an objective function.
The encoding and decoding method crafts a chromosomal make-up of the vital
parameters that determine schedulability in real-time embedded operating systems
used in legacy systems. Particular attention is given to encoding approaches for
scheduling that include the consideration of multicore architectures to aid in the
identification of the critical attributes and parameters that are applicable to this
research. Another critical aspect of the application of GAs is the construction of an
objective function that measures the fitness of potential candidate solutions. The
objective function needs to capture accurately and consistently the properties of the
multiple objectives integral to the two-level hierarchical scheduling problem presented
in this research. The purpose is to create a scoring method that considers the
appropriate fitness for the issue at hand.
This research focuses on how previous genetic algorithm encoding schemes
are generated for other real-time and non-real-time scheduling applications. Particular
attention is given to encoding approaches for scheduling that include the consideration
of real-time applications. The investigation identifies the essential parameters that are
used to determine schedulability. Using these parameters for schedulability, the
Genetic Algorithm’s chromosome that formulates a task’s schedulability is created.
Once the parameterization portion of the Genetic Algorithm construction is
complete, the formation of an objective function that measures the fitness of potential
candidate solutions is generated. The objective function needs to capture the
properties of the multiple objectives integral to the two-level hierarchical scheduling
problem. To aid in this construction, the information on two-level hierarchical
schedulability is used to evaluate the schedule for acceptance (i.e., feasibility).
The method must consider fitness and schedule utilization for the problem at
hand with the objective of enhancing the selection method with an expanded solution
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space. The purpose is to create a selection process that strikes the right balance
between the search for fitter candidate solutions (exploitation) and, at the same time,
promoting beneficial diversity in the population (exploration). The ranking
mechanism within the GA is modified to take into account the aforementioned
considerations to balance exploitation with exploration.

Chromosomal Encoding Method
The genetic algorithm requires an encoding method that allows for both a task
to partition assignment as well as a partition to core assignment at the same time. The
possible encoding methods include 1D, 2D, and 3D chromosomal representations. As
with many solutions, dimensionality adds complexity. 2D and 3D chromosomal
representations can facilitate an adequate mapping for core, partition, and task
assignments; however, they would separate the individual alleles from each other.
This separation will cause multiple evolving independent chromosomes that would
have to be consolidated into a single solution. Our solution requires an integrated
chromosomal encoding method because the schedulability of tasks and partitions must
be tested at each epoch. Hence, a 2x1D method is chosen because it lessens the
dimensionality burden while allowing the solution space for cores, partitions, and
tasks to be searched simultaneously. Kaur and Singh [52] provide an encoding
example that is adapted to our research. We leverage the idea of chromosomal
encoding that provides a processor to task assignment and expand it to account for a
task to partition to core assignment.
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Figure 9. The Chromosomal Encoding Method

Figure 9 provides a visual representation of the 2x1D encoding methods used
to represent the task to partition to core assignments. From left to right, top to bottom,
the initial chromosome is randomly generated and evolves into the final chromosomal
encoding representation that is uniformly schedulable. Hierarchically represented in
each chromosome, HSF’s task à partition à core assignments are decoded. The left
side of the chromosome shows how the Task ID is the index, and the array value is the
partition ID that it is assigned to. The right side of the chromosome shows how we
extend the encoding method to accommodate our hierarchical scheduling framework
by assigning partitions to cores in a similar fashion as the left side. This unique
encoding method allows the genetic algorithm to search the solution space in parallel
while maintaining the coupling needed between the tasks and the partitions. Tasks
and partitions spaces are searched together in one chromosome. This encoding
scheme allows us to perform the scoring on the entire hierarchical scheduling
framework at the same time.
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The Objective Function
For this research, the GA needs to select the best task arrangement that
provides the target processor utilization while satisfying the two-level schedule’s
feasibility tests. The best candidate must have the highest score. Genetic algorithms
use an objective function to score potential candidate solutions. This research
leverages the objective function, a critical element with the GA framework, to satisfy
our desired scheduling approach. By normalizing the core utilization as the objective,
the GA creates a uniform schedule. From Liu and Layland, in [12], processor
utilization is calculated using the following formula:

𝑪
𝑻𝒊

𝑼 = ∑&'() ( 𝒊 )

(3)

A multi-criterion scoring model is used to satisfy both levels of schedulability
as well as test for total processor utilization. The goals of the scoring model are to
measure all criteria on a similar scale and assign weights to each criterion based on its
importance. This scoring methodology is used as part of the genetic algorithms
objective function that provides feedback on each chromosome’s population rank.
Each chromosome is tested for schedulability at both levels, and a total core
utilization factor is calculated. From [39] we consider a simple piecewise
chromosome score that considers two constraints and one objective for the entire
genetic algorithm objective function score. Each schedule’s feasibility ƒc given in
Equation 4, is a constraint to the consideration of the core utilization objective score
Uobj given in Equation 5.
The rate monotonic RMS and static cyclic SCS schedule feasibility scores are
counted on a per-core basis. The partition and task schedule feasibility constraint
methodology counts the number of non-feasible schedules for a particular
chromosome. The equation used provides a method by which a larger number
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generates a lower overall score. As the individual RMS and SCS constraint scores tend
to zero, the combined score approaches 1. The final constraint score is calculated by:

ƒc =

RMs + SCs
2

(4)

If the constraint score is less than 1, the chromosome score equals the
constraint score. Also, if the constraint score is ever greater than one, then the core
utilization (the objective score) is added to the overall chromosome score.
Core utilization objective Uobj is only counted if it is less than or equal to
100%. If so, it is summed into a total chromosomal core utilization value. This value
is then divided by the number of cores allocated for this chromosome to obtain an
average core utilization value. The core utilization value is normalized and used as the
objective score for the chromosome. The objective score is then added to the
constraint score and divided by 2 to provide the final chromosome score that is
returned back to the genetic algorithm for consideration for the next generation. The
core utilization is calculated by:

Uobj = ∑ni=1 U (mi ), if U(mi ) ≤ 1.0

(5)

The overall combined objective function score Sobj , given in Equation 6, for a
chromosome is calculated using the following expression

Sobj =
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The reason for the uniform utilization across cores is due to the required constraint
score satisfaction before core utilization becomes part of the objective. This means
that only 'feasibly' scheduled chromosomes will be considered for their core
utilization. Thereby training the GA to spread the tasks and partitions amongst the
available cores.

Hierarchical Schedule Evaluation Methodology
In order to validate the two-level hierarchical schedules, a standard comparison
methodology proposed in [82] is adopted. The validation effort uses software tools
and frameworks used for modeling and simulating schedules for real-time embedded
systems with the purpose of developing a method to model, simulate, analyze, and
validate the generated two-level hierarchical schedule. The first subtask investigates
and builds upon an existing genetic algorithm software library to create the feasible
two-level hierarchical schedule. The next subtask synthesizes the results of the
genetic algorithm into a form that can be used as an input to the selected modeling and
simulation environment. The identified attributes and parameters are used for
encoding a two-level hierarchical schedule. A modeling framework is created to
accommodate the multicore two-level scheduling environment discussed earlier.
Finally, the framework is used to test and validate the newly formed two-level
hierarchical schedules.
Figure 10 shows the experimental platform and detailed configuration
information used in our simulations.
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Figure 10. The Experimental Platform & Detailed Configuration Information

From left to right, Taskset Generation creates tasksets and is generated using
Matlab, the Scheduling Algorithms and Hierarchical Scheduling Framework are run
using C/C++, and finally, Data Processing calculates performance using Matlab. The
programs were run on a PC with an Intel 3.2 GHz 8-Core Intel Xeon W processor and
32 GB 2666 MHz DDR4 running on the macOS platform. More detailed information
on relevant methods is provided in the following subsections.

Taskset Data Generation
The literature proposes several techniques for creating task data sets for
analysis. The work in [83] presents structured methods of generating task periods
values within a bounded region to minimize the hyper-period values. The author’s
algorithm does perform better than current methods. However, it is limited by the fact
that their algorithm creates, on average, larger task periods. Since the periods are
directly proportional to the task’s execution time, this results in smaller task set sizes.
The method of generating bounded hyper-period task sets is interesting; it does not
inform this research because our approach seeks to address the issues surrounding
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legacy A & D programs. The implication here is that these tasks must be analyzed for
their fungibility as is. Other taskset generation approaches use the task’s utilization
like [84],[85], and [86]. The tasksets are generated using methods based on [86]’s
UUnifast-Discard taskset generation algorithm and randfixedsum (based on Stafford’s
[87]) taskset generation algorithm. The taskset generation arrangement found [88]
provides an example for our research. More details on the structure of the taskset
generation will be in the next chapter in the section Data Generation.

Taskset Data Validation
[86] points out that translating utilization into scalar values for period and cost
can have issues with retaining uniformity and bias the data. They suggest a method to
update the use of Stafford’s Algorithm where they test for bias in uniformity in
utilization and throw out tasksets with more significant than a 10% error. We consider
the scalar impact and use a 2-5% error when considering utilization bias in creating
our tasksets. This research wishes to disclose that this is a known limitation with
taskset generators in general. According to several previously mentioned papers, we
used the most studied and most verified taskset generation (randfixedsum); however,
limitations still exist. We validated our tasksets using the null hypothesis test for
randomness and tested each taskset against the null hypothesis with a confidence level
of 95%. Then compared our tasksets generation approach without the test for
randomness. Our research discloses an approximately 4% known error in the tasksets
created and used for our experiments. This error does not present a significant
difference in the randfixedsum algorithm’s performance, our genetic algorithm’s, nor
the performance of the bin-packing heuristics. A more detailed discussion of data
generation confidence is provided in Appendix C.

Heuristic Comparison
Bin-packing is a well-studied field for efficient item allocation that provides an
industry benchmark of schedule performance [82, 83, 89, 90]. The heuristics are: First
fit, Next fit, Worst fit, Best fit, and their increasing or decreasing sorted versions.
Each heuristic is defined as follows:
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•

First fit (FF) – of the available bins, allocate the item into the bin it fits into
first. If no available bin exits, create a new one.

•

Next fit (NF) – Allocate the item into the current bin. If it doesn’t fit, open a
new bin. Never cycle through already opened bins.

•

Worst fit (WF) – search the available bins and allocate the next item into the
emptiest bin. If two bins tie, select the first available emptiest bin. If the item
doesn’t fit into any available bin, open a new bin.

•

Best fit (BF) – of the available bins, search through and place the next item
into that bin which will leave the least room left over after the item is placed
in the bin. If the item does not fit in any bin, open a new bin.
For the variations of increasing and decreasing item sizes, each heuristic is

employed on the sorted list of items. FF, BF, and their sorted counterparts First Fit
Decreasing (FFD) and Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) provide the near-optimal and
optimal solutions for sorting [89] and are used for comparison to the genetic
algorithm.

Performance Measures
Performance measures are used to calculate progress towards our objectives.
Two measures of performance (MOP) are used to provide quantitative measures of
success:
•

Mean Squared Error (MSE) – The average squared loss

•

Total Core Count (TCC) – Total number of cores consumed
MSE is widely used in machine learning to quantify the difference between the

forecasted and actual core utilization. MSE is also known as the average squared loss
per example over the entire dataset. We use MSE to gauge how well the algorithms
did in hitting the target. To calculate MSE, we sum up all the squared losses for each
of the scheduling attempts and then divide them by the total number of attempts.
Total core count is used to providing quantitative comparison amongst the scheduling
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algorithms. In essence, total core count provides a measure of how well the
algorithms did when compared to each other.

The UML MARTE Profile
The Object Management Group (OMG) publishes the Universal Modeling
Language (UML) specification [91] as well as the UML Modeling and Analysis of
Real-Time and Embedded systems (MARTE) Profile [92]. The MARTE profile is an
extension of UML that supports the real-time modeling of embedded real-time
systems. MARTE, shown in Figure 11, is comprised of three primary packages and
one annexes package. First, the foundational package "MARTE_Foundations" defines
the foundational concepts that support development from design to analysis phases.
These concepts are further specified in the other packages.

Figure 11. UML MARTE Profile

The second package, “MARTE_DesignModel” is the model design package.
It is comprised of high-level model constructs for embedded applications. The third
package, “MARTE_AnalysisModel” is the model analysis package. It provides
generic models for quantitative analysis.

MARTE GRM Meta-Model Description
From MARTE Specification [92], the Generic Resource Model (GRM):
"provides foundational modeling constructs that are later refined to support design
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(SRM & HRM) as well as analysis (GQAM, SAM & PAM) models." SRM and HRM
are the Software and Hardware Resource Modeling packages used in detailed resource
modeling. GQAM, SAM, and PAM are the Generic Quantitative Analysis,
Schedulability Analysis Model, and Performance Analysis Model packages used in
quantitative analysis modeling.

Figure 12. UML MARTE GRM Profile

For our approach, we will target the UML MARTE Profile's GRM like [80]
because it provides the foundational model forms for integration. As an MBSE
project progresses through its lifecycle, it will mature in detail and fidelity. Therefore,
our metamodel for transition will use the package and stereotypes found in GRM
(shown in Figure 12).
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Rapid Modeling Tools
In a recent contribution to the MBSE GIT repository, Connelly and Cole, in
[93], of Georgia Tech Research Institute created Rapid Modeling Tools (RMT) to help
infrequent contributors to MBSE. The authors are motivated by the need to ingest
large data elements from non-modelers and to save skilled engineers time by
increasing the speed of model integration. RMT goes beyond a simple CSV import to
support full model integration within domain engineering processes.
In Figure 13 [93], RMT's Use Cases illustrate the engineer, modeler, and the
system's interaction.

Figure 13. RMT Example Use Cases

The RMT, shown in Figure 14 [93], Consists of two primary components for
model tool integration: Ingrid and Player Piano. Ingrid is written in Python, which
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translates a spreadsheet using a modeling pattern to create a JSON platelet that the
Player Piano Cameo plugin interprets to build the models.

Figure 14. RMT Component Structure

Ingrid Nerdman
The motivation for the Ingrid Nerdman software tool is to reduce the impact of
the big data problem and to provide rapid, dynamic, and flexible model instantiation.
Ingrid Nerdman employs change detection before altering the model baseline. This
tool surpasses standard Excel or CSV import by supporting full model integration. It
uses an adaptable model pattern to support model integration.
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Figure 15. Example RMT Composition Excel Representation

The Ingrid Nerdman process uses a pattern sheet representing a user's
metamodel of the system being created. Figure 15 [93] illustrates an example of the
pattern sheet. The column titles represent specific model concepts. In Figure 15 [93],
the columns show a composition modeling concept depicted in Figure 16 [93].

Figure 16. RMT Composition Pattern Representation

The spreadsheet example in Figure 15 [93] represents a graph interpreted from
a SysML modeling pattern shown in Figure 16 [93] used to create a new model or
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update an existing one. The RMT composition pattern uses a central composition root
node to connect components to other atomic elements with one another. The
associations depicted in the pattern representation fits our HSF’s composition well.

Figure 17. Standard Ingrid Nerdman Model Creation

The standard Ingrid Nerdman model creation flow, depicted in Figure 17,
shows the automated generation of a model based on design patterns and the desired
content to be modeled. The workflow begins with the definition of composition
modeling patterns. The composition modeling patterns allow the user to express model
elements and their linkages. Once these composition modeling patterns are defined,
the user can use a spreadsheet (or CSV file) to represent the input design. The
spreadsheet is filled in with the design elements, then composition modeling patterns
and the design elements are both inputs into Ingrid Model Processing software.
The Ingrid software module takes these inputs and outputs a JSON model
composition file. The model composition file is processed into Cameo via the player
piano macro or plugin. The player piano processes the model composition file to
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transform it into the final model products or elements. The final product is now ready
for the modeler to use within a larger system of systems MBSE project. For our
approach, we will exploit this workflow and adapt it to use UML MARTE profile.
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CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
HSF Experimental Arrangement
The experiments are composed of the development of several computer
programs that aid in the creation of sample data that is fed into the hierarchical
scheduling framework. Some key assumptions and preconditions are made to simplify
the simulation itself. The details of the current implementation are included in this
chapter.

HSF Simulation Software
The HSF simulation program for this research was written in C++. The HSF
simulation source code is provided in Appendix A. The data creation software is
provided in Appendix B. The software is comprised of five component files and one
main file. The software implements the hierarchical scheduling arrangement depicted
in Figure 7. Figure 18 illustrates the file objects that make up the HSF simulation
program.
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Figure 18. HSF GA Simulation Program File Composition.

The objects from each of the component files contain C++ Classes that
implement the methods that create the HSF simulation. The Task Class implements
the basic unit of execution for this simulation. The Task Class implements the
parameters for scheduling: Cost and Period. Figure 19 shows the Task Class and its
relationship to a taskset (from Definition 1) which is one-to-many.
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Figure 19. Task, TaskSet, and Partition Class Relationship.

The TaskSet Class implements the methods used to assemble the tasks. A
TaskSet is a transient container used from one generation to the next. The TaskSet
Class is then assigned to a partition in a one-to-one relationship. The Partition Class
implements the methods used to implement and manage tasksets. The Partition Class
implements the parameters for scheduling: Cost and Period. Figure 20 illustrates the
relationship between a TaskSet, Partition, and PartitionSet Classes.
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Figure 20. TaskSet, Partition, and PartitionSet Class Relationship.

As stated previously, tasksets are assembled into partitions in a one-to-one
fashion. On the other hand, partitions are assigned to ParitionSets in a many-to-one
relationship, just like tasks and tasksets. PartitionSets, like TaskSets, are transient
containers used from one generation to the next. Figure 21 shows the relationship
between the Partition, PartitionSet, and the Core Class.
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Figure 21. Partition, PartitionSet, and Core Class Relationship.

As mentioned before, partitions are collected into PartitionSets in a many-toone style (from Definition 2). The PartitionSet Class implements the tests for
schedulability “getRMFeasibility” and “getSCSFeasibility” based on Algorithm 1 in
Table 1. RMA Schedule Feasibility Pseudocode and Algorithm 2 in Table 2. SCS
Schedule Feasibility Pseudocode. The feasibility tests can test at both levels of the
HSF. In a similar way to tasksets, partitionsets are assigned to a core in a one-to-one
fashion. Each core can index all partitions and tasks assigned to it.
The HSF Software Simulation Program is designed to be extensible to allow
for other scheduling algorithms or heuristics to be applied to it. For the bin-packing
scheduling simulation, the same HSF Software Simulation Program was adapted to
handle the bin-packing heuristics shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. HSF BP Simulation Program File Composition.

The bin-packing main file program was used to implement the First-fit, Best-fit, Firstfit Decreasing, and Best-fit Decreasing packing algorithms (that used the
mainTaskSort algorithm) as well as the scoring methodology that determined total
utilization for a partition and a core.

Assumptions and Preconditions
We have made some standard assumptions and preconditions for the HSF
Simulations to bound the problems space and maintain similarity amongst our
contemporaries. Here are some basic assumptions related to the simulation program
for this research:
•

Tasks are considered periodic and independent

•

Task periods and execution cost are known a-priori

•

The guest operating systems are using fixed-priority preemptive rate
monotonic scheduling

•

The partitions scheduler uses static cyclic scheduling

The evaluation method used to determine the performance of the hierarchical
scheduling framework and genetic algorithm creates a comparative heuristic-based
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simulation on top of the same hierarchical scheduling framework discussed in the
previous sub-section.

Experimental Data Generation
The experiments are performed on randomly generated tasksets. Using the
UUnifast-Discard methods on the recommended randfixedsum taskset generations
algorithm. Each algorithm creates a set of tasks with an associated period and cost.
Task data is generated into groupings by core (2, 4, 6, 8 Cores). A core consists of a
number of tasks where total utilization is equal to a fixed value starting at 80% and
incrementing by 5% to 100%. Task numbers per core are stepped in increments of 5
to 20. The tasks’ periods are varied from 10 – 100, 10 – 200, 10 – 500, and 10 – 1000.
Each core, task, and utilization range are created for the various period ranges. A
task’s periods have a greater effect on schedulability than cost. Therefore, task
periods are randomly selected within these ranges. For example, a data run of
5x2@0.85 is a core number of 2, with each containing five tasks with a utilization of
85%. In total, the number of tasks created is 20,000.

Measures Of Performance
Germane to our problem, two measures of performance (MOP) are used to
provide quantitative measures: Mean Squared Error (MSE) – The average squared
loss and Total Core Count (TCC) – Total number of cores consumed. The MOPs are
covered in more detail in Chapter 3.

HSF Simulation Results
Twenty runs of a thousand tasks require normalization of the results presented.
The results presented are organized by the period range examined. Within each period
range, the measures of performance are graphed—specifically, the number of cores
consumed for task schedulability and the average error from each algorithm. After
analyzing the data, several relevant patterns emerged. The genetic algorithm achieves
a similar number of cores to the bin-packing algorithms; however, the GA outperforms
the bin-packing algorithms in the average loss.
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Results for Period Ranges 10-100
Illustrated in Figure 23, the average number of cores used is six for all
algorithms, where the average loss varies by the algorithm. Generally speaking, the
ordered bin-packing algorithms tend to outperform their unsorted counterpart. For
period range 10-100, the sorted bin-packing algorithms (BFD and FFD) have a larger
error rate when compared to their unsorted counterparts (FF and BF).
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Figure 23. Results for Period Range 10 – 100

The GA has 3.6 to 4.3% less error (between a 65% - 69% difference) when compared
to the bin-packing algorithms, which means that the GA outperforms the bin-packing
heuristics in its ability to match the expected scheduling uniformity across the same
number of cores.
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Results for Period Ranges 10-200
In Figure 24, the average number of cores consumed is six for all algorithms,
where the average loss varies by the algorithm. Generally speaking, the ordered binpacking algorithms tend to outperform their unsorted counterparts (BF and FF). For
period range 10-200, the sorted bin-packing algorithms (BFD and FFD) have a similar
error rate when compared to their unsorted counterparts.
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Figure 24. Results for Period Range 10 – 200

The GA had 3.5 to 4.0% less error (between a 56% - 60% difference) when compared
to the bin-packing algorithms, which means that the GA outperforms the bin-packing
heuristics in its ability to match more closely the expected scheduling uniformity
across the same number of cores.
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Results for Period Ranges 10-500
Illustrated in Figure 25, the average number of cores used is six, with
rounding, for all algorithms, where the average loss varies by the algorithm.
Generally speaking, the ordered bin-packing algorithms tend to outperform their
unsorted counterparts (BF and FF). For period range 10-500, the sorted bin-packing
algorithms (BFD and FFD) have larger error rates when compared to their unsorted
counterpart.
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Figure 25. Results for Period Range 10 – 500

The GA had 4.0 to 5.4% less error (between a 60% - 67.5% difference) when
compared to the bin-packing algorithms, which means that the GA outperforms the
bin-packing heuristics in its ability to more closely match the expected scheduling
uniformity across the same number of cores.
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Results for Period Ranges 10-1000
Finally, in Figure 26, the average number of cores used is six, with rounding,
for all algorithms, where the average loss, again, varies by the algorithm. Generally
speaking, the ordered bin-packing algorithms tend to outperform their unsorted
counterparts (BF and FF). For period range 10-1000, the sorted bin-packing
algorithms (BFD and FFD) have a lower error rate when compared to their unsorted
counterparts.
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Figure 26. Results for Period Range 10 – 1000

The GA has 5.1 to 6.9% less error (between a 65% - 71% difference) when compared
to the bin-packing algorithms, which means that the GA outperforms the bin-packing
heuristics in its ability to more closely match the expected scheduling uniformity
across the same number of cores.
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Results Summary
In summary, Table 3 provides an assembly of the measures of performance
(MSE and Cores) for each period range tested. The average cores used are
consistently six because of the manner of the data created. They are starting with an
80% utilization and moving up to 100%. Each algorithm was able to schedule, on
average, the tasks within the core count of 2, 4, 6, 8 cores.

Table 3. Summary of Results

GA
BFD
FFD
FF
BF

10 – 100
MSE
Cores
1.9
6
6.3
6
6.2
6
5.9
6
5.6
6

10 – 200
MSE
Cores
2.7
6
6.2
6
6.5
6
6.8
6
6.5
6

10 – 500
MSE
Cores
2.6
6
7.3
6
8.0
6
7.4
6
6.6
6

10 – 1000
MSE
Cores
2.8
6
7.9
6
7.9
6
9.6
6
8.2
6

The GA consistently provides a lower MSE with each period range as compared to the
other scheduling heuristics. The bin-packing scheduling heuristics (BFD, FFD, BF,
FF), however, increasingly performed worse with each period range. Each binpacking heuristic, when compared to each other, varied per period range tested. This
data reveals that the GA is superior to the comparison algorithms because each binpacking algorithm does not consider the entire task à partition à core schedule as a
whole. The GA’s objective function does consider the entire task à partition à core
schedule through each generation of evolution, making it more uniform. The binpacking heuristics can only test if the current task fits within the current allocation or
not. The GA, on the other hand, can test the entire allocation scheme and evolves to
the most optimal.
This research created a hierarchical scheduling framework integrated with a
genetic algorithm and demonstrated the efficacy of the approach. To provide benefit
to the aerospace and defense industry, we must answer the question: How can this
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research be effectively applied to facilitate the migration of legacy embedded systems
real-time software tasks to multicore architectures? It offers a unified way to model,
manage and analyze the scheduling effects of virtualization in large complex systems
of multicore architectures. Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) has garnered
much attention in recent years. For legacy systems, MBSE integration is a gap. The
genetic algorithm which creates the hierarchical scheduling arrangement can be
modified to output into a universal modeling language. Then it can be incorporated
into a large system of systems model for integration into a real airborne platform. The
next section will provide an approach to address MBSE integration.

Applying the UML MARTE Profile to HSF
In this section, we extend a software tool called Ingrid Nerdman that is based
on SysML to use the UML MARTE profile and to map the HSF. The goal is to
automate the HSFs creation with connections between objects and compose UML
diagrams automatically. To adapt the IN SysML patterns to accommodate the
MARTE profile, we need to create an HSF overlay/metamodel with a MARTE
component and stereotype mapping. The UML diagram in Figure 27 shows how we
model the HSF’s metamodel element relationships using the OMG UML MARTE
profile.
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Figure 27. MARTE Metamodel Example of the Hierarchical Relationship

A MARTE metamodel is needed to decompose the relationships between the
HSF elements. The metamodel is used to define the composition within the Ingrid
Nerdman tool. As shown in Figure 27, the metamodel created for the given processing
architecture is composed of processors, cores, partitions, and tasks. From there, we
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can map the appropriate HSF elements onto UML MARTE. Table 4 describes the
relationships chosen for this metamodel via HSF element selection to UML MARTE
stereotypes.

Table 4. Mapping HSF Elements to UML MARTE
HSF Element

UML MARTE Stereotype

Task

<<swSchedulableResource>>

Partition

<<SchedulableResource>>

Core

<<hwResource>>

Processor

<<hwProcessor>>

Next, we can create the Ingrid composition pattern to accommodate the
MARTE profile and its stereotypes. This pattern describes the HSF composition in
UML MARTE and will be used to generate the model. A JSON pattern file is used to
map the HSF from a CSV/XLSX input file that is used to create the composition
model. At this time, we can update the genetic algorithm to output the HSF into a
pattern consumable by the model processing module, Ingrid. Once the Ingrid JSON
composition is created and the HSF output has been formatted, we can start using the
model flow shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Model Creation Flow Using GA, Ingrid, and Player Piano

The first step in the holistic model creation process, depicted in Figure 28, is
HSF generation. During this phase of the model creation, the tasksets (from Definition
1) are input into the GA that outputs the HSF design pattern allocation. The HSF
design pattern allocation provides an output consumable by model processing. The
second step in the model creation process is Model Processing. During this model
creation phase, the formatted HSF design pattern allocation output and the Ingrid
MARTE JSON composition are input into Ingrid. Ingrid processes these inputs to
generate a JSON HSF model composition. This composition describes the HSF task
allocation. The third step in the model creation process is Model Generation. During
this model creation phase, the HSF model composition file is input into the Cameo
player piano macro (from RMT). The player piano processes the model composition
file to create the final model product.
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Results and Discussion
We verified the model creation process first by generating multiple use cases
from simple to complex. The uses cases increased in complexity by increasing the
number of tasks within a taskset.

Figure 29. Simple 4 Core, 8 Partition, and 16 Task Example

To demonstrate the working of the model creation framework, we provided
sixteen tasks in the taskset, which generated eight partitions, on four cores, within one
processor. From the illustration in Figure 29, the model creation process successfully
generated the model from a taskset through HSF. The image shows how MBSE can be
used to wrangle the complexities associated HSFs.
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Multicore architectures come in various arrangements that vary from 4, 8, 12,
and 24 cores. As the number of cores increases, an exponential increase drives up the
scheduling and HSF complexity. If we take Figure 29 and multiply it by two or even
eight times we can begin to comprehend the size and scope of the problem. The
creation and management of 32 different two-level hierarchical schedules can become
a complex task. To show how these complex architectures can be handled via an
MBSE representation, we created a taskset composed of 109 tasks. The GA allocated
these tasks into 48 partitions and eight cores captured in Figure 30.
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Figure 30. Complex 8 Core, 48 Partition, and 109 Task Example

Figure 30 shows the complex use case developed to demonstrate our new
model creation flow displayed in Figure 28. Based on the results captured in the
Cameo modeling tool, our model creation process is a viable approach to capture and
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represent hierarchical scheduling frameworks within a model-based systems
engineering environment.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Conclusion
The aerospace and defense industry is facing an end-of-life production issue
with legacy embedded uniprocessor systems. These systems are being updated to
multicore and must adhere to current safety and security requirements, creating a
complex problem. Safety and security requirements mandate a certain level of the
reserve or slack uniformly across all cores. Bin packing algorithms overload the front
or back end of the cores resulting in inconsistent utilization. This research
demonstrates the genetic algorithm is superior because it creates uniformity in
utilization across the cores.

Validity of HSF and GA Approach
The aerospace and defense industries are facing an end-of-life production issue
with legacy embedded uniprocessor systems. Current research does not address an
automated way to move these legacy systems to a modern multicore architecture.
These systems must also adhere to current safety and security requirements that create
a complex problem that has been ignored. Safety and security requirements mandate a
certain level of the reserve or spare utilization spread uniformly across all cores. Binpacking algorithms overload the front or back end of the cores resulting in inefficient
utilization. This research aims to create a method to automate and optimize the
migration of these uniprocessor systems to multicore. This method incorporates safety
and security requirements that dictate uniformity across the cores. Important
contributions of this research include forming a novel genetic algorithm, creating a
unique objective function, and a method to simulate and compare results. The
simulation demonstrates that the genetic algorithm is superior because it can create
uniformity in utilization across the cores. The genetic algorithm has 1.8 to 2.5 times
less error when compared to the bin packing algorithms. Therefore, the genetic
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algorithm creates more uniform core utilization than traditional bin packing
algorithms, which is essential when adding safety and security requirements. This
research provides a method for commercial, private, and defense industries to use a
genetic algorithm designed to create a feasible two-level hierarchical schedule for realtime embedded multicore systems. The automated creation with inline analysis is
demonstrated and will save money in terms of cost and schedule for large legacy
programs moving to multicore architectures.

Validity of MBSE Integration
Due to the evolving complexity of systems, new approaches to architect,
design, development, and test must be made. The method for this in next-generation
systems is to use Digital Engineering so that a digital twin can be created and
evaluated. It must be incorporated into a model-based system engineering paradigm
for a legacy system to be migrated to new architectures. Our hierarchical scheduling
framework (HSF) algorithm is constructed to integrate into an MBSE environment
using the newly formulated model creation workflow.
The HSF and GA plus this new MARTE MBSE Flow provide a quick way to
prototype compositional representations and model resource allocations on potential
system designs. An illustration of an example design trade is shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31. Example Radar and Mission Processor Allocations

A designer can create the trade, in Figure 31, in less than an hour. Typically,
this would take Days or Weeks to compile this type of trade. Since the HSF GA
already automatically determines the fungibility of the tasks, partitions, and cores for
schedulability, the modeler does not need to perform this allocating step. The tasks
and partitions are within each of the core elements; we have hidden their detail
brevity.
We successfully converted and adapted the output of our HSF GA algorithm
into the UML MARTE profile utilizing RMT's Ingrid Nerdman. Then we tested our
approach on both complex and straightforward use cases to verify the approach's
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scalability. This method allows for an automated MBSE process to be applied to
HSFs. The automation and integration into an MBSE workflow provide the transition
of large legacy programs to modern multicore architectures.

Future Research
The work presented in this research provides a novel solution and approach for
commercial, private, and defense industries to use an evolutionary algorithm to create
a feasible two-level hierarchical schedule for real-time embedded multicore systems.
This automated creation, analysis, and MBSE integration are valuable methods to the
industry. They will save money in cost and schedule for large legacy programs
moving to multicore architectures; many areas remain that could be explored with
further research. Three potential future research directions should be pursued:
1. Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML)
2. A Formal Verification Approach
3. DevSecOps in support of Digital Engineering
The following subsections detail the potential future research directions with greater
context.

On-Line Approach Using AI/ML
Artificial intelligence and machine learning offer significant potential as a
future research direction. Artificial intelligence has three broad categories of machine
learning: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning.
Supervised learning and reinforcement learning are two categories of AI/ML that can
solve scheduling problems. With supervised learning, the goal is to classify objects
into a numbered of labeled classes. A drawback of supervised learning is the need for
structured input data. In unsupervised learning, the goal is to reveal organized patterns
into unlabelled clusters. A shortfall of unsupervised learning is that the results are
unpredictable. Reinforcement learning is a machine learning technique that uses an
agent that learns by interacting with its environment and analyzing the consequences
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of its actions via critic feedback. Typically, a common disadvantage with RL is the
need to have a simulated environment to experiment. We present two approaches that
use our newly created HSF and GA to enhance further study.
From our hierarchical scheduling framework, future research simply needs to
structure GA Scheduling runs to output data of concern to apply a supervised learning
technique. The HSF has many ways to provide its data output. Typically, it is just
core utilization and implicit core count. A study would have to be performed for the
required data fields needed to train a neural network to schedule like the GA. Metrics
of concern are:
•

Cores have Utilization

•

Partitions have Utilization, Cost, Period, and Tasks

•

Tasks have Utilization, Cost and Period

Table 5 shows the type of structured data that can be output from the HSF GA. When
the HSF GA simulation completes, the GA will create a schedule that maps Cores à
Partitions à Tasks.

Table 5. Potential AI/ML Metrics for Learning.
Core
Number
0

Core
Utilization
0.919011

Partition
Number
0

Partition
Utilization
0.136645

Task
Number
0

Task
Density
0.00831601

Task
Period
962

Task
Cost
8

1

0.959333

0

0.194866

0

0.0759754

974

74

2

0.814097

0

0.206933

0

0.0984925

995

98
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However, the software uses two intermediate objects that facilitate the organization:
PartitionSets and TaskSets, respectively. PartitionSets have one-to-one cardinality to
Cores and one-to-many to Partitions. Similarly, TaskSets have one-to-one cardinality
to Partitions and one-to-many to Tasks. In this arrangement, PartitionSets and
TaskSets are simply containers for Cores and Partitions. These containers allow for
intermediate metrics to be collected on specific arrangements that will facilitate
extensibility to capture and record the necessary parameters to train an AI/ML
algorithm.
For a reinforcement learning application, we have already created the HSF and
GA that can be leveraged for an actor-critic arrangement. Figure 32 illustrates a
potential approach of a reinforcement learning application.

Figure 32. Reinforcement Learning Application Example

The genetic algorithm's objective function can be adapted to interface with the RL
agent as the critic. Further investigation is needed and should be pursued.
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A Formal Verification Approach
With the safety and security requirements surrounding next-generation
platforms, one potential approach is developing an algorithm that creates a formally
verified schedule. Asberg, Pettersson, and Nolte, in [94], proposed a modeling and
verification approach of an HSF that's synthesized result to be formally verified upon
creation. The authors stopped short of implementation.
Rufino and Craveiro, in [95], offer an approach that uses a tool to support
scheduling analysis and configuration of safety-critical systems. The motivation of
this research was to provide independent validation of the scheduling requirements
using a tool as part of the build and integration process. Their approach seeks to ease
the verification and validation aspects of safety-critical systems. They provide an
introductory statement of ideas for safety-critical systems but no actual methodology.
Adam et al., in [96], authors provide two separate use-cases and analyze the
application of Multiple Independent Levels of Security (MILS) onto their system
architecture. The authors give an application of MILS to offer an integrated approach
for the use of multicore processors for both safety and security-critical systems. The
authors are motivated by the current research needs facing the automotive industry's
move to modern multicore processing architectures coupled with safety and securitycritical software requirements. Recent work uses existing Android-based solutions
that are primarily retrofitted approaches. This system attempted to institute IT-level
firewall type approaches to maintain separation and was generally seen as
cumbersome to the resource-constrained environments within automobiles. The
authors admit the need for certifying systems and sub-systems to build up levels of
assurance. The authors give an overview and potential solutions with future research
direction for the automotive industry facing these challenges. The authors supply two
use-cases and apply architecture approaches to solve the needs of the use-cases using
MILS systems and compare the trade-offs. They also provide recommendations for
processing architectures to allow kernel-level control and tuning going forward. The
outcome of this paper offers future research directions for the given topic.
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The essential takeaway from the literature is that if one creates a certified way
to generate a schedule, then there shouldn't be a need to recertify the system's schedule
post facto. Future research efforts should investigate creating validated schedules that
satisfy safety and security requirements for certification within the A&D space.

Digital Engineering and DevSecOps
Across numerous DoD new development programs, implementations of a
digital model-based approach comprehend requirements establishment, modification,
verification, and detailed system modeling. These models provide an efficient way to
virtually prototype and communicate system aspects while providing a cost-effective
way to explore potential designs.
DevSecOps (DSO) is the automated tools and services that enable programs to
model, develop, secure, deploy, and operate applications in a flexible and
interoperable way. Figure 33 is an illustration of the DSO Methodology.

Figure 33. DevSecOps Methodology.
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DevSecOps is the engine that drives the architecture to facilitate rapid software
delivery. The main characteristic of a DevSecOps pipeline is to model, automate,
monitor, and apply security at all phases of the software development lifecycle. Figure
34 shows one run through a DSO pipeline that illustrates the stages and checkpoints to
get a product from development to operations and delivery.

Figure 34. DevSecOps Pipeline

In a DSO Pipeline, a product starts in the model. Our research created an
MBSE approach to integrate the HSF GA results into a fully linked digital model.
Future research should consider complete integration into a DSO pipeline for
automation. Integration of model-based approaches and capabilities into a DSO
pipeline will offer significant value to next-generation system architectures and should
be investigated further.
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APPENDICES
A. HFS SIMULATION PROGRAM SOURCE CODE

Main GA Source File
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Compilation Unit: main.cpp
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Description:
//
// Copyright (c) 2021 Woolley Mammoth Technologies. All
rights reserved.
// Dissertation Project: multicore hierarchical ga
scheduler
//
// Target Environment:
//
//
Compiler
: gcc (standard c/cpp compiler)
//
O/S
: OS-X/Unix
//
Target system : x86
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Limitations:
None.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// PROGRAMMER : Brandon Woolley - Graduate Student
//
// History:
// Rev# Author
Date
Reason for change
// 1
Brandon Woolley
02/14/2015 Initial Creation
// 2
Brandon Woolley
02/26/2018 Updated for
Multilevel
// 3
Brandon Woolley
12/20/2019 Removed
Multilevel Updates
// 4
Brandon Woolley
02/20/2020 Updates for
outputing results to CSV
// 5
Brandon Woolley
05/22/2020 Updates for CSV
fixes
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// 6
Brandon Woolley
09/06/2021 Final Release
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include <cmath>
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <vector>
#include <string>
#include <time.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <map>
#include <set>
#include <boost/tokenizer.hpp>
#include <boost/filesystem.hpp>
#include <ga/ga.h>
#include <ga/std_stream.h>
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"core.h"
"task.h"
"taskset.h"
"partition.h"
"partitionset.h"

/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Imports
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
using namespace std;
using namespace boost;
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Defines
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define DEFAULT_POPULATION
(5)
#define DEFAULT_GENERATIONS
(10000)
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#define DEFAULT_CROSSOVER_RATE
#define DEFAULT_MUTATION_RATE

(0.6)
(0.001)

bool VERBOSE = false;
#define DEFAULT_TASKSET_SIZE
#define FILE_NAME_FORMAT
#define MAX_FILE_NAME

(200)
".csv"
(256)

/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Globals
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
static char *progName = NULL;
vector< Task * > vpoTasks;
bool last = false;
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Function Prototypes
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void Usage(void);
void parseChromosome(vector< Core * > *vpoCores,
vector< TaskSet * > *vpoTaskSet,
vector< Partition * >
*vpoPartitions,
vector< PartitionSet * >
*vpoPartitionSet,
GA1DArrayGenome<int> *genome);
float objective(GAGenome &);
void outputCandidateAssignments (vector< Core * >
*vpoCores,
std::string filneame);
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namespace filesys = boost::filesystem;
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get File Name from a Path with or without extension
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
std::string getFileName(std::string filePath, bool
withExtension = true)
{
// Create a Path object from File Path
filesys::path pathObj(filePath);
// Check if file name is required without extension
if(withExtension == false)
{
// Check if file has stem i.e. filename without
extension
if(pathObj.has_stem())
{
// return the stem (file name without extension)
from path object
return pathObj.stem().string();
}
return "";
}
else
{
// return the file name with extension from path
object
return pathObj.filename().string();
}
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Main Thread of Execution
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//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
int main(int argc, const char * argv[]) {
/*
// Variables used to parse the
*/
int
arg;
// index of
argument
int
SwitchArg;
// index of
switches
int
pos;
// position
in argv[SwitchArg]
/*
// Vairables used
*/
int
iTSize
float
fPop
float
fGen
float
fCross
float
fMut

command line.
the next unparsed
the argument containing
of the switch character

for GA.
=
=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;
0;

/*
// Vairables used for Task file I/O.
*/
ifstream fin;
string
sline;
string
filePath;
int
taskid_ = 0;
double
cost_
= 0;
double
period_ = 0;
typedef tokenizer< escaped_list_separator<char> >
Tokenizer;
/*
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------// This is the command line switch parser.
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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*/
arg
= 1;
progName = (char*)argv[0];
fPop
fGen
fCross
fMut
iTSize

=
=
=
=
=

DEFAULT_POPULATION;
DEFAULT_GENERATIONS;
DEFAULT_CROSSOVER_RATE;
DEFAULT_MUTATION_RATE;
DEFAULT_TASKSET_SIZE;

if ( argc <= 1 ) // no input data given, use default.
{
filePath =
"/Users/bwoolley/Projects/mcml_data/input/mls_radix_data/
10_1000/20161017_165814_tasklist_20x8_1.dat";
fin.open(filePath);
}
else
{
if ( argc < 3 ) // no input data given, use default
values.
{
fprintf(stderr, "\n\nERROR - %s: Invalid command
line arguments\n\n",
progName);
Usage();
}
if (argv[arg][0] != '-')
{
fprintf(stderr, "\n\nERROR - %s: Invalid command
line arguments\n\n",
progName);
Usage();
}
// while there is an unparsed argument that begins
with a dash
while (arg < argc && argv[arg][0] == '-')
{
SwitchArg = arg++;
// for each character following the dash
for (pos = 1; argv[SwitchArg][pos] != 0; pos++)
{
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switch (argv[SwitchArg][pos])
{
case 'g': // number of generations
fGen = atoi(argv[arg++]);
break;
case 'p': // population size
fPop = atoi(argv[arg++]);
break;
case 'm': // mutation rate - diversity
fMut = atoi(argv[arg++]);
break;
case 'c': // crossover rate
fCross = atoi(argv[arg++]);
break;
case 't': // taskset size
iTSize = atoi(argv[arg++]);
break;
case 'v':
arg++;
VERBOSE = true;
break;
case 'f': // file case
filePath = argv[arg++];
fin.open(filePath);
if (!fin.is_open()) {
perror("Couldn't open file: %s\n");
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}
break;
case 'h':
case '?':
Usage();
break;
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error!

default:

// any unknown switch is an

fprintf(stderr, "\n\nERROR - %s:
Invalid command line switch '-%c'\n\n",
progName,
argv[SwitchArg][pos]);
Usage();
break;
}
}
}
}
/*
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------// Read in and create Task objects for processing.
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
if (VERBOSE)
cout << "TASK" << "\tCOST\t" << "\tPERIOD\n";
while (getline(fin,sline)) {
Tokenizer tok(sline);
Tokenizer::iterator iter = tok.begin();
cost_
iter++;
period_

= stod(iter->c_str());
= stod(iter->c_str());

vpoTasks.push_back(new
Task(taskid_,cost_,period_));
taskid_++;
if (VERBOSE){
cout << taskid_ << "\t\t" ;
cout << cost_ << "\t\t\t" ;
cout << period_ << endl;
}
}
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fin.close();
// Chromosome size should be twice the number of
tasks.
int chromosomeSize = 2*taskid_;
vector<int>allele_set;
allele_set.resize(chromosomeSize);
for (int val = 0, i = 0; i < chromosomeSize; i++) {
allele_set[i] = val;
if (i+1 == chromosomeSize/2)val =0;
else val++;
}
int *aset = &allele_set[0];
// Next, create a 1D genome array with possible values
times.
// This will create one long chromosome containing
both tasks
// and partitions assignment/alignments
GAAlleleSet<int> alleles(chromosomeSize, aset);
// Create a doubley long array/chromosome
GA1DArrayAlleleGenome<int> genome(chromosomeSize,
alleles, objective);
genome.initializer(GA1DArrayAlleleGenome<int>::UniformIni
tializer);
genome.mutator(GA1DArrayAlleleGenome<int>::FlipMutator);
genome.crossover(GA1DArrayGenome<int>::TwoPointCrossover)
;
// Create the type of ga to use and set up the runtime
parameters.
GASimpleGA ga(genome);
ga.elitist(gaTrue);
ga.populationSize(fPop);
ga.nGenerations(fGen);
ga.pMutation(fMut);
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ga.pCrossover(fCross);
ga.terminator(GAGeneticAlgorithm::TerminateUponConvergenc
e);
ga.pConvergence(0.9999999999); // converge to within
1%
ga.nConvergence(400000);
// within the last X
generations
srand((unsigned int)time(NULL));
ga.initialize(rand());
//Then, evolve the solution and get the results.
if (VERBOSE)
cout << "evolving...";
GAStatistics stats;
stats = ga.statistics();
while (!ga.done()) {
ga.step();
if(ga.generation() % 50 == 0 && VERBOSE) {
cout << ".";
cout.flush();
}
}
if (VERBOSE) {
cout << "\n\n";
cout << "\nThe maximum score since initialization:
" << stats.maxEver() << endl;
cout << "The maximum score in current population: "
<< stats.current() << endl;
cout << "\nthe statistics for the run are:\n" <<
stats;
cout << "\nthe ga generated:\n" <<
ga.statistics().bestIndividual() << endl;
}
/*
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//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// The GA was sucessfully created, now output the
task/partition/core
// allocations.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
vector< Core * > vpoCores;
vector< TaskSet * > vpoTaskSet;
vector< Partition * > vpoPartitions;
vector< PartitionSet * > vpoPartitionSet;
GA1DArrayGenome<int> &bestGenome =
(GA1DArrayGenome<int> &)ga.statistics().bestIndividual();
parseChromosome(&vpoCores, &vpoTaskSet,
&vpoPartitions, &vpoPartitionSet, &bestGenome);
/*
// After task to partition assignment, sum the
genome's Ufactor.
// This just scores the first chromosome. Should be
easier to start
// from the core's perspective and calculate the same
values.
*/
double coreUtilization = 0.0;
unsigned int numHighUtilCores = 0;
vector< Core * >::iterator itp; // get iterator to
first element
for (itp = vpoCores.begin(); itp < vpoCores.end();
itp++) {
/*
// Test total chromosome utilization.
*/
coreUtilization = (*itp)->getUtilization();
if (coreUtilization > 0.50 &&
(*itp)->getRMFeasibility() &&
(*itp)->getSCSFeasibility()) {
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// Must have high utilization AND be
schedulable.
if (VERBOSE) {
cout<<"Core["<<(*itp)->getID();
cout<<"]\tHigh Utilization: ";
}
cout << coreUtilization;
numHighUtilCores++;
}
else {
if (VERBOSE) {
cout<<"Core["<<(*itp)->getID();
cout<<"]\tUtilization: ";
}
cout << coreUtilization;
}
/*
// Test task schedule feasibility.
*/
if ( (*itp)->getRMFeasibility() ) {
if (VERBOSE)
cout << "

Tasks Schedulable.";

}
else cout << " - response analysis did not
converge!";
/*
// Test partition schedule feasibility.
*/
if ((*itp)->getSCSFeasibility()) {
if (VERBOSE)
cout<<" Partitions Schedulable.\n";
}
else cout<<" - SCS did not converge!\n\n";
cout << endl;
}
if (VERBOSE) {
cout << "Total number of cores: " <<
vpoCores.size() << endl;
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cout << "Total number of highly utilzed cores: " <<
numHighUtilCores << endl;
}
// Here is where we need to output the results in CSV
format.
outputCandidateAssignments(&vpoCores, filePath);
for ( int i = 0; i < genome.length()/2; i++ ) {
delete vpoTaskSet[i];
delete vpoPartitionSet[i];
}
for ( int i = 0; i < vpoPartitions.size(); i++ ) {
delete vpoPartitions[i];
}
for ( int i = 0; i < vpoCores.size(); i++ ) {
delete vpoCores[i];
}
return 0;
} // End Of Main
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Output the Core->Partition->Task assignments.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void outputCandidateAssignments (vector< Core * >
*vpoCores,
std::string filename) {
vector< Core * >::iterator itpCores;
to first element
Core *poCore;
TaskSet *poTaskSet;
Partition *poPartition;
PartitionSet *poPartitionSet;
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vector< Task * > vpoTasks;
vector< Partition * > vpoPartitions;
unsigned int coreNum=0,
partitionNum=0,
taskNum=0;
ofstream fout;
//get file name for output.csv
string outName = getFileName(filename, false);
//cout << outName <<endl;
fout.open(outName+FILE_NAME_FORMAT);
fout << "Core Number, Core Utilization, Partition
Number, Partition Utilization, Task Number, Task Density,
Task Period, Task Cost\n";
for (itpCores = vpoCores->begin(); itpCores <
vpoCores->end(); itpCores++,coreNum++) {
poCore = vpoCores->at(coreNum);
poPartitionSet = poCore->getParitionSet();
vpoPartitions = poPartitionSet->getPartitions();
for (partitionNum = 0; partitionNum <
vpoPartitions.size(); partitionNum++) {
//Going to output IDs here?
poPartition = vpoPartitions.at(partitionNum);
poTaskSet = poPartition->getTaskSet();
vpoTasks = poTaskSet->getTasks();
for (taskNum = 0; taskNum < vpoTasks.size();
taskNum++) {
//output tasks
fout << coreNum << "," ;
fout << poCore->getUtilization() << ",";
fout << partitionNum << "," ;
fout << poPartition->getUtilization() << ",";
fout << taskNum << "," ;
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fout << vpoTasks.at(taskNum)>getCost()/vpoTasks.at(taskNum)->getPeriod() << ",";
fout << vpoTasks.at(taskNum)->getPeriod() <<
"," ;
fout << vpoTasks.at(taskNum)->getCost() <<
"\n" ;
}
}
}
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// The chromosome parsing function
// Parses the chromosome and builds the Core->Partition>Task structures and
// assignments.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void parseChromosome(vector< Core * > *vpoCores,
vector< TaskSet * > *vpoTaskSet,
vector< Partition * >
*vpoPartitions,
vector< PartitionSet * >
*vpoPartitionSet,
GA1DArrayGenome<int> *genome) {
int
int
int
int

core;
taskid;
partition;
partitionid;

// Create TaskSet and PartitionSet containers. These
are transient
// containers used from one chromosome to the next.
for ( int i = 0; i < genome->length()/2; i++ ) {
vpoTaskSet->push_back(new TaskSet(i));
vpoPartitionSet->push_back(new PartitionSet(i));
}
/*
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// In the objective function, for each generation,
allocte tasks to tasksets based on
// the genome assignment/alignment of values to
partitions.
*/
for (taskid = 0; taskid < genome->length()/2;
taskid++) {
partition = genome->gene(taskid);
vpoTaskSet->at(partition)>addTask(vpoTasks[taskid]);
}
/*
// Create/Initialize partitions with the given
tasksets. Assign the largest
// cost and smallest period to the partition's
execution time and period.
*/
for (partitionid = 0; partitionid < vpoTaskSet>size(); partitionid++) {
if (!vpoTaskSet->at(partitionid)->Empty()) {
vpoPartitions->push_back(new
Partition(partitionid, vpoTaskSet->at(partitionid)));
}
}
/*
// Allocate partitions to cores based on their genome
assignment
// Finds alignment of values to cores.
*/
for (partitionid = genome->length()/2; partitionid <
genome->length(); partitionid++) {
core = genome->gene(partitionid);
// This is a method to find the partition id that
cooresponds to
// this alignment.
// Loops through the available partitions and
allocate them based on
// their IDs to the core alignment
vector< Partition * >::iterator itp; // get
iterator to first element
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for (itp = vpoPartitions->begin(); itp <
vpoPartitions->end(); itp++) {
if ((*itp)->getId() == partitionid-genome>length()/2 ) {
vpoPartitionSet->at(core)>addPartition(*itp);
}
}
}
// Loop through and create all the necessary cores and
assign the
// partitionsets to them.
for (int coreid = 0; coreid < vpoPartitionSet->size();
coreid++) {
if (!vpoPartitionSet->at(coreid)->Empty()) {
vpoCores->push_back(new Core(coreid,
vpoPartitionSet->at(coreid)));
}
}
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Objective Function. Returns a cadidates score.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
float objective(GAGenome &candidate) {
float score = 0;
vector< Core * > vpoCores;
vector< TaskSet * > vpoTaskSet;
vector< Partition * > vpoPartitions;
vector< PartitionSet * > vpoPartitionSet;
GA1DArrayGenome<int> &genome = (GA1DArrayGenome<int>
&)candidate;
parseChromosome(&vpoCores, &vpoTaskSet,
&vpoPartitions, &vpoPartitionSet, &genome);
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/*
// After task to partition assignment, sum the
genome's Ufactor.
// This just scores the first chromosome. should be
easier to start
// from the core's perspective and calculate the same
values.
*/
double coreRMFeasibility
= 0.0;
double coreSCSFeasibility = 0.0;
double constraintScore
= 0.0;
double rmFeasScore
= 0.0;
double scsFeasScore
= 0.0;
double numCores = vpoCores.size();
vector< Core * >::iterator itp; // get iterator to
first element
for (itp = vpoCores.begin(); itp < vpoCores.end();
itp++) {
/*
// Test task schedule feasibility.
*/
if (!(*itp)->getRMFeasibility())
coreRMFeasibility++;
/*
// Test partition schedule feasibility.
*/
if (!(*itp)->getSCSFeasibility())
coreSCSFeasibility++;
}
rmFeasScore = (1/(1+coreRMFeasibility));
scsFeasScore = (1/(1+coreSCSFeasibility));
constraintScore = (rmFeasScore
if (constraintScore < 1) {
score = constraintScore;
}
else {
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double
double
double
double

utilization
coreUtilization
objectiveScore
highUtilization

vector< Core

=
=
=
=

0.0;
0.0;
0.0;
0.0;

* >::iterator itp;

for (itp = vpoCores.begin(); itp < vpoCores.end();
itp++) {
/*
// Sum total chromosome utilization.
*/
if ((*itp)->getUtilization() <= 1.00) {
coreUtilization += (*itp)->getUtilization();
if ((*itp)->getUtilization() > 0.50)
highUtilization++;
}

}

/*
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------// Calculate the final score (objective +
constraint)/2
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
coreUtilization = ((coreUtilization)/numCores);
utilization = (1/(1+abs(1-coreUtilization)));
objectiveScore = (utilization);
}

score = (objectiveScore + constraintScore)/2;

// Free all that memory
for ( int i = 0; i < genome.length()/2; i++ ) {
delete vpoTaskSet[i];
delete vpoPartitionSet[i];
}
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for ( int i = 0; i < vpoPartitions.size(); i++ ) {
delete vpoPartitions[i];
}
for ( int i = 0; i < vpoCores.size(); i++ ) {
delete vpoCores[i];
}
}

return(score);

/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Displays Common Program Usage.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void Usage(void)
{
fprintf(stderr, "\nFile %s compiled %s %s\n",
__FILE__, __DATE__, __TIME__);
fprintf(stderr,
"\n"
"Usage: %s [-f <file>] [-g <number>] [-p
<number>] [-m <decimal>] [-c <decimal>] [-t <number>] [v] [-h] [-?]\n"
"\n"
" -f
input file name\n"
" -g
number of generations to try\n"
" -p
initial population size\n"
" -m
mutation rate - diversity\n"
" -c
crossover rate\n"
" -t
taskset size\n"
" -v
verbose mode\n"
" -h|?
displays this help message\n"
"\n", progName);
}

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
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Main Bin-Packing Source File
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Compilation Unit: main.cpp
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Description:
//
// Copyright (c) 2021 Woolley Mammoth Technologies. All rights
reserved.
// Dissertation Project: multicore hierarchical binpacking
scheduler
//
// Target Environment:
//
//
Compiler
: gcc (standard c/cpp compiler)
//
O/S
: OS-X/Unix
//
Target system : x86
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Limitations:
None.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// PROGRAMMER : Brandon Woolley - Graduate Student
//
// History:
// Rev# Author
Date
Reason for change
// 1
Brandon Woolley
02/14/2015 Initial Creation
// 2
Brandon Woolley
06/20/2015 Update for Bin Packing
Algorithms
// 3
Brandon Woolley
02/26/2018 Updates for multi-level
// 4
Brandon Woolley
12/21/2019 Remove Updates for
multi-level
// 6
Brandon Woolley
09/06/2021 Final Release
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include <cmath>
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <vector>
#include <string>
#include <time.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <map>
#include <set>
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#include <boost/tokenizer.hpp>
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"core.h"
"task.h"
"taskset.h"
"partition.h"
"partitionset.h"

/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Imports
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
using namespace std;
using namespace boost;
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Defines
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define DEFAULT_TASKSET_SIZE
(200)
#define FILE_NAME_FORMAT
".csv"
#define MAX_FILE_NAME
(256)
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Globals
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
bool VERBOSE = false;
static char *progName = NULL;
vector< Task * > vpoTasks;
bool last = false;
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Function Prototypes
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//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
bool compare(const Task *a, const Task *b);
void mainTaskSort();
void Usage(void);
void Score(vector< Core *> vpoCores);
void bf_binpack_insert(Task *task,
vector< Core * > *vpoCores,
vector< TaskSet * > *vpoTaskSet,
vector< Partition * > *vpoPartitions,
vector< PartitionSet * >
*vpoPartitionSet);
void ff_binpack_insert(Task *task,
vector< Core * > *vpoCores,
vector< TaskSet * > *vpoTaskSet,
vector< Partition * > *vpoPartitions,
vector< PartitionSet * >
*vpoPartitionSet);
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Main Thread of Execution
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
int main(int argc, const char * argv[]) {
/*
// Variables used to parse the
*/
int
arg;
// index of
int
SwitchArg;
// index of
switches
int
pos;
// position
argv[SwitchArg]

command line.
the next unparsed argument
the argument containing
of the switch character in

/*
// Vairables used for Task file I/O.
*/
ifstream fin;
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string sline;
int
taskid_
double cost_
double period_

= 0;
= 0;
= 0;

typedef tokenizer< escaped_list_separator<char> > Tokenizer;
/*
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------// This is the command line switch parser.
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
arg
= 1;
progName = (char*)argv[0];
if ( argc <= 1 ) // no input data given, use default values.
{
fin.open("/Users/bwoolley/Projects/mcml_data/input/mls_radix_da
ta/10_200/20161017_163826_tasklist_5x2_0.8.dat");
}
else
{
if ( argc < 3 ) // no input data given, use default
values.
{
fprintf(stderr, "\n\nERROR - %s: Invalid command line
arguments\n\n",
progName);
Usage();
}
if (argv[arg][0] != '-')
{
fprintf(stderr, "\n\nERROR - %s: Invalid command line
arguments\n\n",
progName);
Usage();
}
dash

// while there is an unparsed argument that begins with a
while (arg < argc && argv[arg][0] == '-')
{
SwitchArg = arg++;
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// for each character following the dash
for (pos = 1; argv[SwitchArg][pos] != 0; pos++)
{
switch (argv[SwitchArg][pos])
{
case 'v':
arg++;
VERBOSE = true;
break;
case 'f': // file case
fin.open( argv[arg++] );
if (!fin.is_open()) {
perror("Couldn't open file: %s\n");
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}
break;
case 'h':
case '?':
Usage();
break;
default:

// any unknown switch is an

error!

fprintf(stderr, "\n\nERROR - %s: Invalid
command line switch '-%c'\n\n",
progName, argv[SwitchArg][pos]);
Usage();
break;
}
}
}
}
/*
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------// Read in and create Task objects for processing.
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
if (VERBOSE)
cout << "TASK" << "\tCOST\t" << "\tPERIOD\n";
while (getline(fin,sline)) {
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Tokenizer tok(sline);
Tokenizer::iterator iter = tok.begin();
cost_
iter++;
period_

= stod(iter->c_str());
= stod(iter->c_str());

vpoTasks.push_back(new Task(taskid_,cost_,period_));
taskid_++;
if (VERBOSE){
cout << taskid_ << "\t\t" ;
cout << cost_ << "\t\t\t" ;
cout << period_ << endl;
}

}
fin.close();

if (VERBOSE) {
cout << endl;
for (int i = 0; i < vpoTasks.size(); i++) {
cout << vpoTasks[i]->getId() << "\t\t" << vpoTasks[i]>getCost() << "\t\t\t" << vpoTasks[i]->getPeriod() << endl;
}
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// The file was sucessfully read, now create the BP
task/partition/core
// allocations.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
vector<
vector<
vector<
vector<
vector<

Core * > vpoCores;
TaskSet * > vpoTaskSet;
Partition * > vpoPartitions;
PartitionSet * > vpoPartitionSet;
Task * >::iterator itoTask;

cout << "FF \n";
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for (itoTask = vpoTasks.begin(); itoTask < vpoTasks.end();
++itoTask)
ff_binpack_insert(*itoTask, &vpoCores, &vpoTaskSet,
&vpoPartitions, &vpoPartitionSet);
/*
// After task to partition assignment, sum the Ufactor.
// This just scores the first algorithm. should be easier
to start
// from the core's perspective and calculate the same
values.
*/
Score(vpoCores);
vpoCores.clear();
vpoTaskSet.clear();
vpoPartitions.clear();
vpoPartitionSet.clear();
cout << "BF \n";
for (itoTask = vpoTasks.begin(); itoTask < vpoTasks.end();
++itoTask)
bf_binpack_insert(*itoTask, &vpoCores, &vpoTaskSet,
&vpoPartitions, &vpoPartitionSet);
Score(vpoCores);
vpoCores.clear();
vpoTaskSet.clear();
vpoPartitions.clear();
vpoPartitionSet.clear();
/*
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------// Sort the Tasks in Decreasing order.
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
mainTaskSort();
cout << "FFD \n";
for (itoTask = vpoTasks.begin(); itoTask < vpoTasks.end();
++itoTask)
ff_binpack_insert(*itoTask, &vpoCores, &vpoTaskSet,
&vpoPartitions, &vpoPartitionSet);
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Score(vpoCores);
vpoCores.clear();
vpoTaskSet.clear();
vpoPartitions.clear();
vpoPartitionSet.clear();
cout << "BFD \n";
for (itoTask = vpoTasks.begin(); itoTask < vpoTasks.end();
++itoTask)
bf_binpack_insert(*itoTask, &vpoCores, &vpoTaskSet,
&vpoPartitions, &vpoPartitionSet);
Score(vpoCores);
// Free all that memory
for ( int i = 0; i < vpoTaskSet.size(); i++ ) {
delete vpoTaskSet[i];
delete vpoPartitions[i];
}
for ( int i = 0; i < vpoCores.size(); i++ ) {
delete vpoCores[i];
delete vpoPartitionSet[i];
}
}

return 0;

/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Bin Packing Scoring Function.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void Score(vector< Core *> vpoCores)
{
double coreUtilization = 0.0;
unsigned int numHighUtilCores = 0;
vector< Core
element

* >::iterator itp;

// get iterator to first

for (itp = vpoCores.begin(); itp < vpoCores.end(); itp++) {
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/*
// Test total utilization.
*/
coreUtilization = (*itp)->getUtilization();
if (coreUtilization > 0.50) {
if (VERBOSE) {
cout<<"Core["<<(*itp)->getID(); cout<<"]\tHigh
Utilization: ";
}
cout << coreUtilization;
numHighUtilCores++;
}
else {
if (VERBOSE) {
cout<<"Core["<<(*itp)->getID();
cout<<"]\tUtilization: ";
}
cout << coreUtilization;
}
/*
// Test task schedule feasibility.
*/
if ( (*itp)->getRMFeasibility() ) {
if (VERBOSE)
cout << " Tasks Schedulable.";
}
else cout<<" - response analysis did not converge!";
/*
// Test partition schedule feasibility.
*/
if ((*itp)->getSCSFeasibility()) {
if (VERBOSE)
cout<<" Partitions Schedulable.\n";
}
else cout<<" - SCS did not converge!\n\n";
}

cout << endl;

if (VERBOSE) {
cout << "Total number of cores: " << vpoCores.size()
<< endl;
cout << "Total number of highly utilzed cores: " <<
numHighUtilCores << endl;
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}

}

/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Best-Fit Function.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void bf_binpack_insert(Task *task,
vector< Core * > *vpoCores,
vector< TaskSet * > *vpoTaskSet,
vector< Partition * > *vpoPartitions,
vector< PartitionSet * >
*vpoPartitionSet) {
unsigned int pid, tid;
double currentUtilization = 0.0;
double lastUtilization = 0.0;
unsigned int taskid = 0;
bool foundLocation = false;
// If this is the first time through, create first container
set.
if (vpoTaskSet->size() == 0 && vpoPartitionSet->size() == 0)
{
vpoTaskSet->push_back(new TaskSet(0, 0));
vpoPartitionSet->push_back(new PartitionSet(0));
vpoTaskSet->at(0)->addTask(task);
vpoPartitions->push_back(new Partition(0, vpoTaskSet>at(0)));
vpoPartitionSet->at(0)->addPartition(vpoPartitions>at(0));
vpoCores->push_back(new Core(0, vpoPartitionSet->at(0)));
return;
}
for (tid = 0; tid < vpoTaskSet->size(); ++tid) {
// Need to try the current task in the taskset
// if it doesn't fit, remove it and try another
// if that doesn't work move on to another core
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->addTask(task);
vpoPartitions->at(tid)->updatePartition();
if (vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->getRMFeasibility()) {
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if (vpoPartitionSet->at(vpoTaskSet->at(tid)>getCoreIdIBelongTo())->getSCSFeasibility() &&
vpoPartitionSet->at(vpoTaskSet->at(tid)>getCoreIdIBelongTo())->getUtilization() < 0.99) {
currentUtilization = vpoPartitionSet>at(vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->getCoreIdIBelongTo())>getUtilization();
// So the task fit, need to record untilization
factor,
// core id, partitionset location and taskset
location
if (currentUtilization > lastUtilization) {
taskid = tid;
foundLocation = true;
}
}
}
// just remove the task and try another set.
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->removeTask(task);
vpoPartitions->at(tid)->updatePartition();
}//End of task loop
// Did I find a location to put the task?
if (foundLocation) {
//add it and return; else create a new location.
vpoTaskSet->at(taskid)->addTask(task);
vpoPartitions->at(taskid)->updatePartition();
return;
}
// if we got here we didn't find a home, create one.
vpoTaskSet->push_back(new TaskSet(tid, 0));
// and assign it to the first partitionset 0.
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->addTask(task);
vpoPartitions->push_back(new Partition(tid, vpoTaskSet>at(tid)));
for (pid = 0; pid < vpoPartitionSet->size(); ++pid) {
//repeat the above add/subtract mechinisms like we did
for tasksets
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->setCoreIdIBelongTo(pid);
vpoPartitionSet->at(pid)->addPartition(vpoPartitions>at(tid));
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if (vpoPartitionSet->at(pid)->getSCSFeasibility() &&
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->getRMFeasibility() &&
vpoPartitionSet->at(pid)->getUtilization() < 0.99) {
// that worked, you're done.
return;
}
// just remove the task and try another set.
vpoPartitionSet->at(pid)->removePartition(vpoPartitions>at(tid));
}//End of partition loop
// if we get here then we are out of partitionsets and need
to just create a new one
// do this like the first one.
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->setCoreIdIBelongTo(pid);
vpoPartitionSet->push_back(new PartitionSet(pid));
vpoPartitionSet->at(pid)->addPartition(vpoPartitions>at(tid));
vpoCores->push_back(new Core(pid, vpoPartitionSet>at(pid)));
return;
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// First-Fit Function.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void ff_binpack_insert(Task *task,
vector< Core * > *vpoCores,
vector< TaskSet * > *vpoTaskSet,
vector< Partition * > *vpoPartitions,
vector< PartitionSet * >
*vpoPartitionSet) {
unsigned int pid, tid;
// If this is the first time through, create first container
set.
if (vpoTaskSet->size() == 0 && vpoPartitionSet->size() == 0)
{
vpoTaskSet->push_back(new TaskSet(0, 0));
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vpoPartitionSet->push_back(new PartitionSet(0));
vpoTaskSet->at(0)->addTask(task);
vpoPartitions->push_back(new Partition(0, vpoTaskSet>at(0)));
vpoPartitionSet->at(0)->addPartition(vpoPartitions>at(0));
vpoCores->push_back(new Core(0, vpoPartitionSet->at(0)));
return;
}
for (tid = 0; tid < vpoTaskSet->size(); ++tid) {
// Need to try the current task in the taskset
// if it doesn't fit, remove it and try another
// if that doesn't work move on to another core
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->addTask(task);
vpoPartitions->at(tid)->updatePartition();
if (vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->getRMFeasibility()) {
if (vpoPartitionSet->at(vpoTaskSet->at(tid)>getCoreIdIBelongTo())->getSCSFeasibility() &&
vpoPartitionSet->at(vpoTaskSet->at(tid)>getCoreIdIBelongTo())->getUtilization() < 0.99) {
// i'm just looping though exisiting
partitions/tasksets
// at this point, i'll create new stuff at the end.
return;
}

}
// just remove the task and try another set.
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->removeTask(task);
vpoPartitions->at(tid)->updatePartition();
}//End of task loop
vpoTaskSet->push_back(new TaskSet(tid, 0));// if we got here
we didn't find a home, create one.
// and assign it
to the first partitionset 0.
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->addTask(task);
vpoPartitions->push_back(new Partition(tid, vpoTaskSet>at(tid)));
for (pid = 0; pid < vpoPartitionSet->size(); ++pid) {
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//repeat the above add/subtract mechinisms like we did
for tasksets
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->setCoreIdIBelongTo(pid);
vpoPartitionSet->at(pid)->addPartition(vpoPartitions>at(tid));
if (vpoPartitionSet->at(pid)->getSCSFeasibility() &&
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->getRMFeasibility() &&
vpoPartitionSet->at(pid)->getUtilization() < 0.99) {
// that worked, you're done.
return;
}
// just remove the task and try another set.
vpoPartitionSet->at(pid)->removePartition(vpoPartitions>at(tid));
}//End of partition loop
// if we get here then we are out of partitionsets and need
to just create a new one
// do this like the first one.
vpoTaskSet->at(tid)->setCoreIdIBelongTo(pid);
vpoPartitionSet->push_back(new PartitionSet(pid));
vpoPartitionSet->at(pid)->addPartition(vpoPartitions>at(tid));
vpoCores->push_back(new Core(pid, vpoPartitionSet>at(pid)));
return;
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Displays Common Program Usage.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void Usage(void)
{
fprintf(stderr, "\nFile %s compiled %s %s\n", __FILE__,
__DATE__, __TIME__);
fprintf(stderr,
"\n"
"Usage: %s [-f <file>] [-v] [-h] [-?]\n"
"\n"
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" -f
input file name\n"
" -v
verbose mode\n"
" -h|?
displays this help message\n"
"\n", progName);
}

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Sorts Tasks for BP Algorithms
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void mainTaskSort() {
}

sort(vpoTasks.begin(),vpoTasks.end(), compare);

/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Compare function used by sorting algorithm
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
bool compare(const Task *a, const Task *b)
{
return a->period > b->period;
}

Task Source and Header Files
#include "task.h"
Task::Task() : period(0), cost(0), id(0){
}
Task::Task(int _id, double _cost, double _period) {

}

id
= _id;
cost
= _cost;
period = _period;
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Task::~Task() {
}
#ifndef TASK_H_
#define TASK_H_
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
class Task {
private:
public:
double cost;
double period;
int
id;
Task();
~Task();
Task(int _id, double _cost, double _period);
/*
// Setters
*/
inline void
inline void
_period; };
inline void

& Getters
setCost(double _cost) { cost = _cost; };
setPeriod(double _period) { period =
setId(int _id) { id = _id; };

inline double getCost() const { return cost; };
inline double getPeriod() const { return period; };
inline int getId() const { return id; };

};
#endif

TaskSet Source and Header Files
#include "taskset.h"
#include "task.h"
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#include <algorithm>
using namespace std;
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// TaskSet Constructors/Destructors
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
TaskSet::TaskSet(unsigned int _id) {
id = _id;
}
TaskSet::~TaskSet() {
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// TaskSet Misc Fucntions
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
bool comp(const Task *a, const Task *b)
{
return a->period > b->period;
}
void TaskSet::taskSort() {
}

sort(vpoTasks.begin(),vpoTasks.end(), comp);

bool TaskSet::Empty() {
if (!vpoTasks.empty()) return false;
else return true;
}
void TaskSet::addTask(Task *poTask) {
vpoTasks.push_back(poTask);
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}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// TaskSet Get Functions
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
vector<Task *> TaskSet::getTasks() {
return vpoTasks;
}
double TaskSet::getTaskCost(unsigned int taskNum) {
return vpoTasks.at(taskNum)->cost;
}
double TaskSet::getTaskPeriod(unsigned int taskNum) {
return vpoTasks.at(taskNum)->period;
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get Largest Task Execution Time
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
double TaskSet::getLargestCost() {
/* return the largest cost */
int i;
double cost = 0.0;
for (i = 0; i < vpoTasks.size(); i++) {
if (cost < (double)vpoTasks[i]->getCost()) {
cost = (double)vpoTasks[i]->getCost();
}

}

}
return cost;

/*
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//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get Smallest Task Period
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
double TaskSet::getSmallestPeriod() {
if (vpoTasks.size() > 0) {
taskSort();
return vpoTasks[0]->getPeriod();
}
else return 0.0;
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get taskset id number
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned int TaskSet::getID() {
return id;
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get current taskset utlization
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
double TaskSet::getUtilization() {
/* find the combined schedule utilization */
int i;
double sum = 0.0;
for (i = 0; i < vpoTasks.size(); i++)
{
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sum += (double)vpoTasks[i]->getCost()/vpoTasks[i]>getPeriod();
}
return sum;
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get current taskset task count
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
int TaskSet::getTaskCount(void) {
return (int)vpoTasks.size();
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Get the RMS feasibility Test using WCRT Analysis
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
int TaskSet::getRMFeasibility() {
taskSort();
unsigned long int N = vpoTasks.size();
// if the utilization is too high, short circuit.
if (getUtilization()>1.00) return 0;
vector< vector<int> >W;
vector<int>R;
W.resize(100, vector<int>( N, 0));
R.resize(N,0);
int i, j, n, k, q, converge = 1;
/* loop over the task set */
for (i = 0; i < N; i++)
{
n = 0;
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W[i][n] = vpoTasks[i]->getCost(); //C[i];
/* max 10 iterations W */
for (k = 0; k < 10; k++)
{
W[i][n+1] = vpoTasks[i]->getCost();// C[i];

T[j];

/* sum over higher priority tasks */
for (j = i-1; j >= 0; j--)
{
q = W[i][n]/vpoTasks[j]->getPeriod();//

if (W[i][n] > q*vpoTasks[j]>getPeriod())// T[j])
q = q+1;
W[i][n+1] = W[i][n+1] + q*vpoTasks[j]>getCost(); //C[j];
}
#ifdef MYDEBUG
printf("- i,n,Wn,Wn+1 = %d %d %d
%d\n",i,n,W[i][n],W[i][n+1]);
#endif
/* test for convergence */
if (W[i][n+1] == W[i][n])
{
R[i] = W[i][n];
#ifdef MYDEBUG
printf("- converged R[%d] = %d\n", i,
R[i]);
#endif
converge = 1;
break;
}
else if (W[i][n+1] > vpoTasks[i]>getPeriod()) //T[i])
{
#ifdef MYDEBUG
printf("- R[i] > T[i] for i = %d,
abort\n", i);
printf("- %d
> %d for i = %d,
abort\n", R[i], T[i], i);
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abort\n", i);

printf("- W[i][n+1] > T[i] for i = %d,

printf("- %d
abort\n", W[i][n+1], T[i], i);
#endif
converge = 0;
break;
}
n++;
}
}
if (converge == 0)
{
return (0);
}

> %d

for i = %d,

#ifdef MYDEBUG
/* compare worst-case response time with period */
for (i = 0; i < N; i++)
{
printf("- Task %d, Period = %3d, worst-case
response %3d",(i+1), T[i], R[i]);
if (R[i] <= T[i]) printf(" OK\n");
else printf(" FAILURE\n");
}
#endif
return (1);
}

#ifndef TASKSET_H_
#define TASKSET_H_
#include "task.h"
#include <vector>
#include <map>
using namespace std;
class TaskSet {
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private:
vector<Task *> vpoTasks;
unsigned int id;
void taskSort();
public:
TaskSet(unsigned int);
~TaskSet();
void addTask(Task*);
bool Empty();
/*
// Setters & Getters
*/
double getUtilization();
int getTaskCount(void);
int getRMFeasibility();
double getTaskCost(unsigned int taskNum);
double getTaskPeriod(unsigned int taskNum);
vector<Task *> getTasks();

};
#endif

unsigned int getID();
double getSmallestPeriod();
double getLargestCost();

Partition Source and Header Files
#include "partition.h"
Partition::Partition() {
}
Partition::Partition(int _id, TaskSet *_poTaskSet) {
id = _id;
poTaskSet = _poTaskSet;
cost = poTaskSet->getLargestCost();
period = poTaskSet->getSmallestPeriod();
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}
Partition::~Partition() {
}
#ifndef PARTITION_H_
#define PARTITION_H_
#include "taskset.h"
#include <vector>
#include <map>
using namespace std;
class Partition {
private:
TaskSet *poTaskSet;
public:
double cost;
double period;
int
id;
Partition(int _id, TaskSet *_poTaskSet);
Partition();
~Partition();
/*
// Setters & Getters
*/
inline void setCost(double _cost) { cost = _cost;
};

inline void setPeriod(double _period) { period =
_period; };
inline void setId(int _id) { id = _id; };
inline double getCost() const { return cost; };
inline double getPeriod() const { return period; };
inline int getId() const { return id; };
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inline int getRMFeasibility() const {return
poTaskSet->getRMFeasibility();};
inline double getUtilization() const {return
poTaskSet->getUtilization();};
};

TaskSet *getTaskSet() {return poTaskSet;}

#endif

PartitionSet Source and Header Files
#include "partitionset.h"
#include "partition.h"
#include "taskset.h"
#include "task.h"
#include <algorithm>
#include <boost/math/common_factor.hpp>
using namespace std;
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// PartitionSet Constructors/Destructors
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
PartitionSet::PartitionSet(unsigned int _id) {
id = _id;
}
PartitionSet::PartitionSet() {
}
PartitionSet::~PartitionSet() {
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Find the greatest common divisor of a partition set
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// See:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greatest_common_divisor
// param [in] n Pointer to an array of number
// param [in] size Size of the array
// return greatest common divisor.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned gcd_arr(unsigned * n, unsigned size)
{
unsigned last_gcd, i;
if(size < 2) return 0;
last_gcd = boost::math::gcd(n[0], n[1]);

}

for(i=2; i < size; i++)
{
last_gcd = boost::math::gcd(last_gcd, n[i]);
}
return last_gcd;

/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Finds the least common multiple of a partition set
based on period/cost.
// See:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Least_common_multiple
// Used for SCS Schedule Feasibility test.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
uint64_t PartitionSet::lcm_arr()
{
uint64_t i, last_lcm = (uint64_t)vpoPartitions[0]>period;
if(vpoPartitions.size() < 2) //TODO:
test this out!
return last_lcm;

may need to

for(i = 1; i < vpoPartitions.size(); i++)
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{

last_lcm = boost::math::lcm(last_lcm,
(uint64_t)vpoPartitions[i]->period);
}
return last_lcm;
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Compare function for sort algorithm.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
bool comp(const Partition *a, const Partition *b) {
return a->period > b->period;
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Sorts a partition set
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void PartitionSet::partitionSort() {
sort(vpoPartitions.begin(),vpoPartitions.end(),
comp);
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Checks if partition set is empty
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
bool PartitionSet::Empty() {
if (!vpoPartitions.empty()) return false;
else return true;
}
/*
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//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Adds Partitions to a set
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void PartitionSet::addPartition(Partition *poPartition) {
vpoPartitions.push_back(poPartition);
}
/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// PartitionSet Get Functions
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
vector<Partition *> PartitionSet::getPartitions() {
return vpoPartitions;
}
double PartitionSet::getTotalCost() {
/* sum over all the costs */
double sum = 0.0;
vector< Partition * >::iterator itp; // get
iterator to first element
for (itp = vpoPartitions.begin(); itp <
vpoPartitions.end(); itp++) {
sum += (*itp)->getCost();
}
return sum;
}
double PartitionSet::getHighestPeriod() {

}

if (vpoPartitions.size() > 0) {
partitionSort();
return vpoPartitions[0]->getPeriod();
}
else return 0.0;
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unsigned int PartitionSet::getID() {
return id;
}
double PartitionSet::getUtilization() {
/* find the combined schedule utilization */
double sum = 0.0;
vector< Partition * >::iterator itp; // get
iterator to first element
for (itp = vpoPartitions.begin(); itp <
vpoPartitions.end(); itp++) {

}

sum += (*itp)->getUtilization();
}
return sum;

int PartitionSet::getPartitionCount(void) {
return (int)vpoPartitions.size();
}
int PartitionSet::getRMFeasibility() {
int numUnscheduledTaskSets = 0;

}

for ( int i = 0; i < vpoPartitions.size(); i++ ) {
if (!vpoPartitions[i]->getRMFeasibility()) // bad
numUnscheduledTaskSets++;
}
if (numUnscheduledTaskSets > 0 ) return 0;
else return 1;

/*
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// The Static Cyclic Schedule Feasibility Test:
Pass/Fail
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
unsigned int PartitionSet::getSCSFeasibility(void) {
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uint64_t lower=0, MajorFrame=0, minorFrame=0,
upper=0;
vector<uint64_t> possibleFs;
if (vpoPartitions.size() < 1)return 0;
if (vpoPartitions.size() == 1) return 1;
if (getUtilization()>1.0)return 0;
partitionSort();
// Find the upper bounds of all partitions.
// The LCM of the partitions periods.
MajorFrame = lcm_arr();
upper = MajorFrame;
// Find the upper and lower bounds of all partitions.
// The largest partition execution time.
// The smallest partition period.
for (int i = 0; i < vpoPartitions.size(); i++) {
if (lower <= vpoPartitions[i]->cost)
lower = vpoPartitions[i]->cost;
if (upper >= vpoPartitions[i]->period)
upper = vpoPartitions[i]->period;
}
// Create a vector of possible minorFrame values
for (uint64_t i = lower; i < upper; i++) {
if (MajorFrame % i == 0)
possibleFs.push_back(i);
}
if (possibleFs.size() == 0)
return 0; //short circuit
// Between the upper and lower bounds,
// find the feasible minor frame size using:
// 2*F - gcd(F, Pi) <= Pi //
bool pass = false;
for (int i = 0; i < possibleFs.size(); i++) {
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// For all partition's period test the
inequality.
for (int j = 0; j < vpoPartitions.size(); j++) {
uint64_t inequal = 2*possibleFs[i] boost::math::gcd((long long)possibleFs[i], (long
long)vpoPartitions[j]->period);
if ( inequal <= vpoPartitions[j]->period)
pass = true;
}
if (pass == true)
minorFrame = possibleFs[i];
}
return pass;
}
#ifndef PARTITIONSET_H_
#define PARTITIONSET_H_
#include <vector>
#include <map>
#include "partition.h"
using namespace std;
class PartitionSet {
private:
vector <Partition *> vpoPartitions;
unsigned int id;
uint64_t lcm_arr();
public:
PartitionSet();
~PartitionSet();
vector<Partition *> getPartitions();
bool Empty();
void partitionSort();
PartitionSet(unsigned int _id);
void addPartition(Partition *poPartition);
/*
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// Setters & Getters
*/
double getTotalCost();
double getHighestPeriod();
unsigned int getID();
double getUtilization();
int getPartitionCount(void);
unsigned int getSCSFeasibility(void);
int getRMFeasibility();

};
#endif

Core Source and Header Files
#include "core.h"
Core::Core(int _id, PartitionSet *_poPartitionSet) {
id = _id;
poPartitionSet = _poPartitionSet;
}
Core::~Core() {
}
int Core::getTaskCount(void) {
}

return 0;

unsigned int Core::getID() {
return id;
}
#ifndef CORE_H_
#define CORE_H_
#include <vector>
#include <map>
#include "partitionset.h"
using namespace std;
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class Core {
private:
PartitionSet *poPartitionSet;
int id;
public:
Core(int _id, PartitionSet *_poPartitionSet);
~Core();
/*
// Setters & Getters
*/
inline double getUtilization() const {return
poPartitionSet->getUtilization();};
inline unsigned int getSCSFeasibility() const
{return poPartitionSet->getSCSFeasibility();};
inline int getRMFeasibility() const {return
poPartitionSet->getRMFeasibility();};
int getTaskCount(void);
unsigned int getID();
PartitionSet *getParitionSet() {return
poPartitionSet;}
};
#endif
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B. MATLAB SIMULATION M-FILES
CreateTasks.m
% This generates synthetic tasks using RadixFixedSum
% or UUFastDiscard. It creates tasks with untilization
% factor in the range of 80 - 100%
for i_tn = 5 : 5 : 20 % number of tasks per core
for i_tsn = 2 : (2) : 8 % number of cores
for i_uf = 0.80 : 0.05 : 1.00 % utilization
factor per core
taskGenRadix(i_tn, i_uf, i_tsn); %Radix
Generator
%taskGen(i_tn, i_uf, i_tsn); % UUFast
Generator
end
end
end

TaskGenerator.m
function taskGenRadix(n, u, tsn)
% These should be input parameters
iTaskNum
= n;
U
= u;
iNumTasksets
= tsn;
timestamp=datestr(now, 'yyyymmdd_HHMMSS');
display(timestamp);
filename
filename
filename
filename
filename
filename
filename

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

strcat(timestamp, '_tasklist_');
strcat(filename, num2str(iTaskNum));
strcat(filename, 'x');
strcat(filename, num2str(iNumTasksets));
strcat(filename, '_');
strcat(filename, num2str(U));
strcat(filename, '.dat');

display(filename);
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loopCount = 0;
while(loopCount < iNumTasksets)
x = randfixedsum(iTaskNum,1,U,0,1); %(iTaskNum, U);
taskSet = transpose(x);
%Create task periods within a specific range
T=randi([10,1000], 1, iTaskNum);
C = (T .* taskSet);
%round the entire cost matrix to have whole integers
C = round (C);
%Force the minimum execution cost to be greater than
1.
if (min(C)<=1)
continue;
end
Ui = C./T;
utilization = sum(Ui);
if utilization > 1.00
continue;
end
% Combine task parameters for output
taskset = [C;T];
taskset = transpose(taskset);
disp(taskset);
dlmwrite(filename,taskset,'-append');
loopCount=loopCount+1;
disp(utilization);
end
% display debug output
%disp(C);
%disp(T);
type (filename);
%disp(sum(taskS));
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randfixedsum.m
function [x,v] = randfixedsum(n,m,s,a,b)
% [x,v] = randfixedsum(n,m,s,a,b)
%
%
This generates an n by m array x, each of whose m
columns
% contains n random values lying in the interval [a,b],
but
% subject to the condition that their sum be equal to s.
The
% scalar value s must accordingly satisfy n*a <= s <=
n*b. The
% distribution of values is uniform in the sense that it
has the
% conditional probability distribution of a uniform
distribution
% over the whole n-cube, given that the sum of the x's is
s.
%
%
The scalar v, if requested, returns with the total
% n-1 dimensional volume (content) of the subset
satisfying
% this condition. Consequently if v, considered as a
function
% of s and divided by sqrt(n), is integrated with respect
to s
% from s = a to s = b, the result would necessarily be
the
% n-dimensional volume of the whole cube, namely (b-a)^n.
%
%
This algorithm does no "rejecting" on the sets of x's
it
% obtains. It is designed to generate only those that
satisfy all
% the above conditions and to do so with a uniform
distribution.
% It accomplishes this by decomposing the space of all
possible x
% sets (columns) into n-1 dimensional simplexes. (Line
segments,
% triangles, and tetrahedra, are one-, two-, and threedimensional
% examples of simplexes, respectively.) It makes use of
three
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% different sets of 'rand' variables, one to locate
values
% uniformly within each type of simplex, another to
randomly
% select representatives of each different type of
simplex in
% proportion to their volume, and a third to perform
random
% permutations to provide an even distribution of simplex
choices
% among like types. For example, with n equal to 3 and s
set at,
% say, 40% of the way from a towards b, there will be 2
different
% types of simplex, in this case triangles, each with its
own
% area, and 6 different versions of each from
permutations, for
% a total of 12 triangles, and these all fit together to
form a
% particular planar non-regular hexagon in 3 dimensions,
with v
% returned set equal to the hexagon's area.
%
% Roger Stafford - Jan. 19, 2006
% Check the arguments.
if (m~=round(m))|(n~=round(n))|(m<0)|(n<1)
error('n must be a whole number and m a non-negative
integer.')
elseif (s<n*a)|(s>n*b)|(a>=b)
error('Inequalities n*a <= s <= n*b and a < b must
hold.')
end
% Rescale to a unit cube: 0 <= x(i) <= 1
s = (s-n*a)/(b-a);
% Construct the transition probability table, t.
% t(i,j) will be utilized only in the region where j <= i
+ 1.
k = max(min(floor(s),n-1),0); % Must have 0 <= k <= n-1
s = max(min(s,k+1),k); % Must have k <= s <= k+1
s1 = s - [k:-1:k-n+1]; % s1 & s2 will never be negative
s2 = [k+n:-1:k+1] - s;
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w = zeros(n,n+1); w(1,2) = realmax; % Scale for full
'double' range
t = zeros(n-1,n);
tiny = 2^(-1074); % The smallest positive matlab 'double'
no.
for i = 2:n
tmp1 = w(i-1,2:i+1).*s1(1:i)/i;
tmp2 = w(i-1,1:i).*s2(n-i+1:n)/i;
w(i,2:i+1) = tmp1 + tmp2;
tmp3 = w(i,2:i+1) + tiny; % In case tmp1 & tmp2 are both
0,
tmp4 = (s2(n-i+1:n) > s1(1:i)); % then t is 0 on left &
1 on right
t(i-1,1:i) = (tmp2./tmp3).*tmp4 + (1tmp1./tmp3).*(~tmp4);
end
% Derive the polytope volume v from the appropriate
% element in the bottom row of w.
v = n^(3/2)*(w(n,k+2)/realmax)*(b-a)^(n-1);
% Now compute the matrix x.
x = zeros(n,m);
if m == 0, return, end % If m is zero, quit with x = []
rt = rand(n-1,m); % For random selection of simplex type
rs = rand(n-1,m); % For random location within a simplex
s = repmat(s,1,m);
j = repmat(k+1,1,m); % For indexing in the t table
sm = zeros(1,m); pr = ones(1,m); % Start with sum zero &
product 1
for i = n-1:-1:1 % Work backwards in the t table
e = (rt(n-i,:)<=t(i,j)); % Use rt to choose a transition
sx = rs(n-i,:).^(1/i); % Use rs to compute next simplex
coord.
sm = sm + (1-sx).*pr.*s/(i+1); % Update sum
pr = sx.*pr; % Update product
x(n-i,:) = sm + pr.*e; % Calculate x using simplex
coords.
s = s - e; j = j - e; % Transition adjustment
end
x(n,:) = sm + pr.*s; % Compute the last x
% Randomly permute the order in the columns of x and
rescale.
rp = rand(n,m); % Use rp to carry out a matrix 'randperm'
[ig,p] = sort(rp); % The values placed in ig are ignored
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x = (b-a)*x(p+repmat([0:n:n*(m-1)],n,1))+a; % Permute &
rescale x
return

UUniFast.m
% http://retis.sssup.it/~bini/resources/matlab/
function vectU = UUniFast(n, U)
sumU = U; % the sum of n uniform random variables
for i=1:n-1, % i=n-1, n-2,... 1
nextSumU = sumU.*rand^(1/(n-i)); % the sum of n-i
uniform random variables
vectU(i) = sumU - nextSumU;
sumU = nextSumU;
end
vectU(n) = sumU;
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C. TASKSET VALIDATION APPROACH
To have confidence in the data generation process for tasksets, we employed a
null hypothesis to test for randomness over the current tasksets for the period ranges
(10-100, 10-200, 10-500, 10-1000) that account for 20,000 tasks total (5000 tasks per
grouping). For the null hypothesis, the test returns a decision that the values in the
dataset are in random order and apply that to the alternative decision that the dataset
does not. The result is 1 if the test rejects the null hypothesis at a 5% significance
level and is 0 if the null hypothesis is accepted.
The results showed that out of 80 datasets in each period range, only four did
not pass (3 in the first range of 10-100). The affected tasksets account for a total of
870 tasks that did not pass the null hypothesis test out of 20000, accounting for
approximately 4% that did not pass. Maintaining pure randomness in taskset data is a
known issue with taskset generators. 4% does not seem to be a significant difference.
So, we tested that assertion against the entire set of scenarios: 10-100, 10-200,
10-500, and 10-1000 Ranges. We recreated the tasksets for the aforementioned period
ranges. Still, this time we included the null hypothesis test for randomness to decide to
include or exclude the taskset in the data sample. Once complete, we re-verified that
the tasksets created still passed the null hypothesis test, and they did. We then re-ran
the algorithms on this new “cleansed” dataset. Please find the validation results in the
following sections.
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Validation Results for Period Ranges 10-100

Figure 35. Original Results for Period Range 10 – 100
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Figure 36. Validation Results for Period Range 10 – 100

The 10-100 previous data results are shown in Figure 35. The newly generated
results are shown in Figure 36 that used the null hypothesis approach). Initially, the
GA has 3.6 to 4.3% less error when compared to the bin-packing algorithms. On the
new dataset, the GA has approximately 3.8% to 4.1% less error. The GA had a slight
improvement on the lower score.
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Validation Results for Period Ranges 10-200

Figure 37. Original Results for Period Range 10 – 200
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Figure 38. Validation Results for Period Range 10 – 200

The 10-200 previous data results are shown in Figure 37. The newly generated
results are shown in Figure 38 Which used the null hypothesis approach. Initially, the
GA had 3.5 to 4.0% less error when compared to the bin-packing algorithms. On the
new dataset, the GA has approximately 3.8% to 4.2% less error. This data shows a
slight improvement for the GA.
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Validation Results for Period Ranges 10-500

Figure 39. Original Results for Period Range 10 – 500
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Figure 40. Validation Results for Period Range 10 – 500

The 10-500 Previous data results are shown in Figure 39. The newly generated
data results are shown in Figure 40 that used the null hypothesis approach. Originally
the GA had approximately 4.0 to 5.4% less error when compared to the bin-packing
algorithms. On the new dataset, the GA has approximately 4.0% to 5.4% less error.
These results are the same.
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Validation Results for Period Ranges 10-1000

Figure 41. Original Results for Period Range 10 – 1000
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Figure 42. Validation Results for Period Range 10 – 1000

The 10-1000 Previous dataset is in Figure 41. The newly generated dataset is
shown in Figure 42 created using the null hypothesis approach. Originally the GA
had approximately 5.1 to 6.9% less error when compared to the bin-packing
algorithms. On the new dataset, the GA has about 4.3% to 5.9% less error.

Validation Results Summary
The results are summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6. Summary of Validation Results
ORIGINAL

NEW

DATA RESULTS

DATA RESULTS

Lower

Upper

Lower

Upper

10-100

3.6

4.3

3.8

4.1

10-200

3.5

4

3.8

4.2

10-500

4

5.4

4

5.4

10-1000

5.1

6.9

4.3

5.9

This data illustrates no significant difference in the data, including a 4% dataset that
did not pass the null hypothesis to one that does not. Our GA still outperforms its
heuristics counterparts with results in line with our previous results and all, but one
case did better. This data proves that our taskset generation approach does not affect
the outcome, and we have verified our confidence with the above approach.
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